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Finding the minimum test set with the optimum number of internal probe points 
Abstract 
Observability can be increased by accessing internal nodes 
with the increasing use of E-Beam Testing. Conventional test 
generation techniques need to be modified if internal probe 
points are being considered. By critical path tracing, a 
Fault Dictionary can be generated to hold all the 
information of stuck-at-faults detected by the primary 
outputs or internal probe points. A network flow algorithm 
called the out-of-kilter algorithm which finds the minimum 
test set and optimum internal probe points has been 
implemented. In variation of this algorithm can find the 
minimum test set with a fixed number of internal probe 
points. In order to obtain the minimum test set with the 
optimum number of internal probe points, an analysis of 
experimental results generated from this algorithm shows a 
way to improve an existing algorithm. Practical approach 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The main purpose of test generation is to produce a number 
of test vectors which distinguish good chips from bad ones. 
The test generation process becomes difficult as the 
increasing integration and complexity of very large scale 
integrated (VLSI) circuits, it costs more and take longer to 
complete the generation process. Actually, the source of 
difficulties are the poor controllability and observability 
of VLSI circuits. The conventional method bases on the 
controlling of logic state at the primary input and 
observing the logic state at the primary output. 
The crosscheck design technology [1,2] and E-beam tester 
[3,4,5] improve the observability significantly by providing 
the ability to access internal nodes. The crosscheck design 
technology has an embedded test structure which can access 
internal test points of VLSI circuits by memory-array like 
addressing scheme. The E-beam tester uses an electron beam 
prober to observe the logical value of an internal signal 
line which is running at the top metal level of the circuit. 
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The main advantage of high observability testing is to 
reduce the number of test vectors. Conventional test 
generation techniques are based on external testing and 
commercial software tools which do not support internal 
probing. The problem for high observability testing is to 
find an appropriate testing generation method which 
generates test vectors as well as internal probe points. 
1.2 E-beam testing and test generation algorithm 
There are various types of high observability testing and we 
will concentrate on the test generation for E-beam testing, 
since it is a non-contact testing which introduces an 
infinite impedance with no capacitance and non loading of 
the circuit. It also allows both direct and random access to 
the internal nodes. The flexibility of choosing probe point 
is highly appreciated by the new strategy of testing. 
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In the conventional test generation algorithm, no internal 
probe point is put into consideration and the observability 
relies on a fixed number of output pins. With the 
introduction of high observability testing [6] , many 
internal test points are available, and their number and 
locations per test vector are arbitrary. 
There is an existing E-beam testing algorithm [7,8] which 
was developed to generate test vectors with corresponding 
test points. The algorithm makes sensible selection of test 
points for each test vectors. It starts with a circuit 
description file and a fault list consisting of all stuck-at 
faults. A seed line is then chosen and critical paths are in 
turn determined by successive steps of propagation, 
justification and potential probe point addition. Two 
fundamental steps to create critical path backward to low 
level lines, and, second, to create a critical path forward 
to primary output. Justification(l) is used to create 
critical lines which are one level below line. 
Propagation(l) is employed to create lines which are the 
outputs of the gate with line 1 as its input. After the 
removal of redundant probe points, a test vector with probe 
points are generated. This procedure is repeated until all 
stuck-at faults are detected. 
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1.3 Motivation of this research 
It is not surprising to find a VLSI design without a 
satisfactory test due to the excessive testing cost. 
Researchers are working on both hardware and software 
solutions to modify their existing tools in order not to be 
left behind by the fast increasing integration of VLSI. 
Conventional automatic test pattern generation [9] is based 
on the responses observed at the output pins. With the 
introduction of high observability testing, there exists a 
need for development in the area of test pattern generation. 
The new software should put the addition of internal probe 
points into consideration to reduce the number of test 
vectors and hence the testing cost. 
With the existing software tools in which internal probe 
points are being considered, it is well proven that the 
number of test vectors can be reduced. However, to what 
extend can these test vectors be reduced into the lower 
bound or the minimum of this test generation becomes the 
area we are interested in. Correspondingly, the number of 
test vectors generated by conventional method are set at the 
upper bound in this study. Having the advantage of getting 
to know the upper bound and the lower bound of the solution, 
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In this research, a network flow algorithm is implemented to 
find the minimum test set and optimum number of internal 
probe points by extracting the information from a Fault 
Dictionary. An optimum solution can also be obtained with a 
fixed number of internal probe points. With those results, 
further recommendation and implementation can be suggested 
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1.4 Out-of-kilter Algorithm 
It is well known that network flow programming [10,11,12] is 
an efficient method for industrial engineering analysis. A 
broad class of problems can be conveniently classified under 
the category of constrained network flows. One method of 
solving this class of problems is through the use of the 
out-of-kilter algorithm, OKA [13]. To apply the algorithm, a 
network must be defined that will yield an optimum solution. 
A closed loop network flow and a conservation of flow with 
initial value are necessary for proper representation of the 
problem. 
The modeling tool for the out-of-kilter arc is described by 
three numbers ： cost per unit flow, lower bound to flow and 
upper bound to flow. In this thesis, we formulate the 
circuit into a network flow model by using the cost of the 
flow through an arc to describe the characteristic of the 
circuit. We make use of the out-of-kilter algorithm to 
minimize the cost of the flow by selecting (upper bound) or 
not selecting (lower bound) to evaluate the optimum number 
of test vectors for testing a VLSI circuit. 
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1.5 Outline of the remaining chapter 
A high observability testing method, which is called the E-
Beam testing, is introduced in the next chapter. Chapter 3 
describes the procedure to generate the Fault Dictionary. An 
exhaustive method is introduced by generating every possible 
test vectors and put into the fault dictionary. 
Chapter 4 describes the mathematical model of a network flow 
modeling and the out-of-kilter algorithm. 
Chapter 5 describes the method to turn the Fault Dictionary 
into a network flow model and hence find the solution of the 
minimum test set. The application of the algorithm to some 
simple circuits is included in Chapter 6. 
A more realistic approach will be discussed in Chapter 7 to 
significantly reduce the size of the Fault Dictionary to 
speed up computation time. Improvement to the existing test 
pattern generation algorithm is also discussed in this 
Chapter. 
Conclusion and suggestions for further research are 
discussed in Chapter 8. 
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2. Electron Beam testing 
2.1 Background and Theory 
The foundation of electron beam testing (EBT) were laid in 
the 1950s. All the studying activities follow the first 
demonstration of a useful scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
by D. McMullan who has proved sufficiently promising for 
further investigation or development of the SEM. It leads to 
the gained acceptance as a standard technique for integrated 
circuit testing and substitute the mechanical probing which 
is unfeasible to handle a very small device. 
After the foundation created at Cambridge University in the 
1950s. The 1960s has led to a major contribution to modern 
high technology. Through the 1970s to 1990s, the use of 
scanning electron microscopes and similar instruments from 
the semiconductor industry became widespread around the 
world and in all respects of research, development, testing, 
quality control and even in publicity for a company's 
products. 
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• 
The basic principle of E B T i s to observe the phenomenon of 
voltage contrast in which a potential applied to a specimen 
in the SEM causes the intensity of its image to change. 
Figure 2.1 shows a conductor being probed at 0 volt (Logic 
zero). 
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Figure 2.1 Conductor being probed biased at 0 Volt 
A large portion of the higher energy secondary electrons 
with sufficient energy is passing through the retarding 
grid. They are detected by the SE detector and Figure 2.2 
shows the distribution of the secondary electrons being 
detected. 
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Figure 2.2 Large Portion of Secondary Electron are detected 
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For the conductor being probed at 5 Volt (Logic one) as 
shown in Figure 2.3： 
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Figure 2.3 Conductor being probed biased at 5 Volt 
since the lower energy secondary electrons are trapped by 
local barrier, the detected portion of the spectrum is 
smaller as shown in Figure 2.4: 
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Figure 2.4 A smaller detected portion of the spectrum 
Thus, scanning the beam over an IC to obtain a secondary 
electron image, logic one appears dark while a logic zero 
appears bright. This forms a powerful test methodology based 
on the contrast of an image. 
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2.2 Principles and Instrumentation 
Since EBT is built on the foundation of scanning electron 
microscopy, it shares many common principle and element of 
instrumentation. Figure 2.5 shows an electron optical 
column, which is the major components of an EBT. 
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Figure 2.5 Major components of an EBT electron-optical column 
The component parts of an electron beam tester column [14] 
consists of an electron source, a beam blanker, condenser 
lens, an objective aperture, a beam scanning deflection 
coils, a specimen chamber and a secondary electron detector. 
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An electron source with low beam energy ranging from 0.5 -
2.5 KeV is accelerated while a beam blanker stops the 
electron beam between two inspection locations. The 
condenser lens focus the electron beam onto the specimen as 
a small spot. An image can be observed when the electron 
beam is scanning across the specimen and the logic level 
will be determined by the voltage contrast phenomenon. The 
function of an objective aperture is to reshape an elongated 
spot into a circular one to reduces the lens aberration 
effects. The specimen chamber contains an adjustable 
specimen stage and an electron detector counts the number of 
secondary electrons being detected. 
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2.3 Implication of internal IC testing 
EBT offers a number of desirable features that have led to 
its development as a commercial tool for internal IC testing 
[15,16] . It is not only possible to locate the area of 
interest by imaging the IC with a scanning beam, but also to 
position the electron probe accurately and rapidly at a 
measurement node [17,18]. 
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Figure 2.6 Configuration of an EBT 
The main elements of an E-beam tester system are shown 
schematically in Figure 2.6. It consists of a computer and a 
PC-SEM interface [19,20] which acts as a bridge between the 
SEM and PC to give out SEM control signals and receive data. 
A digitized gray level signal of the probe location will be 
transmitted back to the computer for analysis. 
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2.4 Advantage of Electron Beam Testing 
The ability of Electron Beam testing to observe the internal 
functioning of a device was recognized as a valuable asset 
as IC's are becoming increasingly complex. It's advantages 
include the non-destructive and non-capacitive loading of 
the testing specimen. The integrated circuit can be tested 
under normal working conditions. The voltage contrast 
phenomenon determines the logic value of the line while E-
beam is directed to the point of interest and secondary 
electron emitted are being collected. Since the testing 
procedure are computerized, the controlling of the SEM and 
voltage inspection of the internal points are all processed 
by the computer. 
As the observability of the circuit and the fault coverage 
of each test vector increase, the testing cost will be 
reduced. It reduces the cost of test pattern generation and 
the cost of the time consumed during the test. With the 
above advantages, it confirms its level of usefulness in the 
IC diagnosis. Based on the assumption that internal lines 
can be determined, we continue our research for a better 
test pattern generation software which supports E-beam 
testing. 
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3. An exhaustive method to minimize test sets 
There are various types of test pattern generation methods 
and they do not guarantee a true minimum. In order to arrive 
at the best test set, we need to analyze all the possible 
test vectors. In this Chapter, we describe how we put 
elements into the Fault Dictionary. If we put all possible 
test vectors and perform optimization to reach an optimum 
solution, it becomes an exhaustive method. 
3.1 Basic Principles 
3.1.1 Controllability and Observability 
Controllability is a measure of how easy the logic of an 
internal circuit node can be controlled from the primary 
input. Observability is a measure of how easy the internal 
circuit node can be observed at the output pins. The idea to 
modify the design of a circuit to enhance its 
controllability and observability lead to a reduction in 
deterministic test generation costs. 
With the introduction of logic value observation inside an 
internal signal lines [21], the value of observability can 
be increased significantly. It results in an increase of 
testability and a decrease of the number of test vectors. 
Under high observability environment, the test generation 
needs to be modified. Hence, a good test algorithm is 
required. 
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3.1.2 Single Stuck at Fault Model 
A fault model is often used to represent the physical 
defects in a digital circuit. The Single-Stuck at Fault 
Model is also referred to as the classical or standard fault 
model because it has been the first and the most widely used 
model. In the model, it is also assumed that only one type 
of fault is present at a time and permanent faults are being 
considered instead of intermittent and transient faults. 
Generally, a short circuit between the power or ground will 
stuck the signal line remaining at a fixed logical state. A 
line 1 stuck at a logic value v (0 or 1) can be treated as 
cutting the line 1 and setting a constant signal v to the 
output of the line 1. This line 1 is said to be stuck-at-v. 
Or, the line 1 has a stuck-at-v fault. Single stuck at fault 
model assumes only one line to be faulty at a time and it is 
the most popular fault model used in gate level simulation, 
test pattern generation and fault simulation. 
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In single stuck-at-fault model, faults are often restricted 
to the input or output lines of the logic gates. For an n-
line circuit having all binary values, there are 2n distinct 
possible stuck-at-faults. It is also common in fault 
simulation and test generation procedures such as critical 
path tracing [22] and D-algorithm [23]. These methods 
compute the circuit to enable the fault to be sensed at an 
primary output. 
The single stuck-at-fault model can detect many non-
classical faults as well, it has high effectiveness in the 
testing of digital circuits. Tests for stuck-at-faults tend 
to exercise all logic gates of a circuit. For example, an n-
input AND gate has 2(n+l) distinct stuck-at-faults 
associated with its input and output lines. A unique set of 
at least n+1 test patterns are sufficient to detect all the 
stuck-at-faults. Stuck-at-faults based tests tend to apply 
almost all possible input patterns to the gates. With these 
test patterns exercising each gate, most physical faults are 
likely detected if an incorrect logic signal appears at the 
gate output. 
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3.2 Fault Dictionary 
3.2.1 Input Format 
ISCAS'85 netlist format is a standard netlist format which 
is used by many researchers as a basis for fault simulation 
and test generation. In our test circuits, we follow the 
ISCAS'85 netlist format to describe the lines by node. One 
of the node is shown as follows. 
address name type fanout fanin 
1 lgat inpt 1 0 
where 
address - a unique number that differentiates the node line 
from the others inside the circuit. 
name - a string of characters which is a readable 
information about the node. 
type - a function performed by the gate which drive the 
node. 
fanout - a unique number which tells the quantity of the 
output pin of the gate. 
fanin - a unique number which tells the quantity of the 
input pin of the gate. 
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For the node which is shown above, it carries the 
information of : 
- t h e node address is 1 
- t h e node name is lgat 
- t h e node type is inpt 
- t h e number of fanout is 1 
- t h e number of fanin is 0 
Circuit description of a logic module is shown： 
1 lgat inpt 1 0 
2 2gat inpt 2 0 18 18gat and 1 2 
3 3fan from 2gat 9 10 
4 4fan from 2gat 19 19gat nor 2 2 
5 5gat inpt 1 0 11 12 
6 6gat inpt 1 0 2 0 20fan from 19gat 
7 7gat inpt 2 0 21 21fan from 19gat 
8 8fan from 7gat 22 22gat or 1 2 
9 9fan from 7gat 15 16 
10 lOgat inpt 1 0 23 23gat or 1 2 
11 llgat inpt 1 0 17 18 
12 12gat inpt 1 0 24 24gat not 1 1 
13 13gat not 1 1 20 
3 25 25gat and 1 2 
14 14gat not 1 1 22 24 
8 26 26gat and 1 2 
15 15gat and 1 2 21 23 
1 13 27 2 7gat or 0 2 
16 16gat and 1 2 25 26 
4 5 
17 17gat and 1 2 
6 14 
^ 7 > ^ ^ M ^ 
： I ' n v ^ ^ ^ — — r v ^ 
^ ^ ^ g ^ > D -
CS> ^ 26) 
^ ^ ¾ > ^ ^ 
1 8 1 1 
¢0) 7 
® v ^ 
i9XD 
“ ^ y 
Figure 3.1 Circuit SC7 
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3.2.2 Critical Path Generation 
Critical Path tracing method was originally developed as an 
alternative to fault simulation [22,24]. It is further 
developed to handle sequential circuit [25] . A critical path 
is similar to a sensitized path defined by the concept of 
critical values. 
Definition： A line 1 has a critical value v in the test t 
iff t detects the fault 1 stuck-at-v. A line with a critical 
value in t is said to be critical in t. 
Definition： A gate input i is sensitive if the complement 
value of i changes the value of the gate output. 
For every input vector, critical path tracing first 
simulates the fault free circuit, then it determines the 
detected faults by ascertaining which signals are critical. 
Consider the circuit "SC1.isc" in Figure 3.2, 
r ^ f ^ 
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Figure 3.2 Example of critical paths 
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there are four critical paths： path(3,10,13,15), path 
(4,10,13,15), path(5,ll,14,15) and path(7,12,14,15). These 
lines are all critical with logical value equal to one. Ten 
lines are critical at one with the input test vector 
pin(1,2,3,4,5,6,7• 8) = vector(0,0,1,1,1,0,1,0)• Therefore, 
it can detect stuck-at-0 fault of lines 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14 Sc 15. 
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3.2.3 Probe point insertion 
Consider the circuit shown in Figure 3.3, it has two 
critical paths (1,9,13,15) and (3,10,13,15) which can reach 
the primary output. It can detect stuck-at-1 fault of the 
lines 1,3,9,10,13 & 15 at the primary output. There are also 
critical paths (6,11) and (7,12) which stop at gate 14. 
d > ^ _ 、 
^ _ ^ : ^ " U _ ^ " ^ x ^ 
o ^ H ~ ^ ^ r ^ 4 J ^ 
1 10) • 
® J . 
夕 _02^ 、 
isV-S^ 
<^^^^A_ r ^ ^ 
^ ^ > " L d - ^ ^-^^^^^^ 
ig) 
cB^^_^^_y 
Figure 3.3 Example of critical path with probe point insertion 
If we place a probe point at line 14, we can detect a stuck-
at-0 fault for line 6,7,11 & 12. With the observation at 
primary output and an additional probe point at line 14, 
This test vector pin (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) = vector 
(0,1,0,1,0,1,1,0) can detect stuck-at-0 fault at line 
6,7,11,12 and stuck-at-1 faults at line 1,3,9,10,13 & 15. 
For every test vector, we place a probe point wherever a 
critical path stops inside the circuit. This method ensures 
that we consider every possible way of probe point adding. 
And this vector ensures maximum coverage of stuck-at-faults 
occurring inside the circuit. 
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3.2.4 Formation of Fault Dictionary 
Fault Dictionary is setting up to describe the 
characteristic of the circuit. All possible test vector are 
placed at the primary input and the procedure follows as 
mentioned in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. 
The execution of the algorithm steps are shown below and the 
flow chart is shown in Figure 3.4 ： 
Step 1 ： Read the circuit description of the circuit SC7. 
Step 2 : Get the first test vector with pin(l,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) 
=vector(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) to the primary input. 
Step 3 ： Execute fault-free simulation. 
Step 4 ： Critical path tracing from the primary input to the 
primary output and sensitive lines are marked. 
Breakthrough ： Mark 、8' & 、9' to represent stuck-
at-1 and stuck-at-0 detected by 
primary output. 
Non-Breakthrough ： Add a probe point to the output of 
the non-breakthrough gate. Mark 、4' 
& 、5' to represent stuck-at-1 and 
stuck-at-0 detected by this probe 
point. 
Step 5 ： Get another test vector and back to step 2 until 
the last test vector is implemented. 
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〔 S T A R T 〕 
Read t h e 
C i r c u i t 
D e s c r i p t i o n 
G e t Q 
t e s t v e c t o r 
N e x t 
t e s t v e c t o r 
F Q u l t f r e e 
Run 
C r i t i c a l p a t h 
t r a c i n g and s t o r e 
t h e log ic v a l u e 
^ ^ ^ L a s t ^ ^ No 
< C t e s t v e c t o r ^ ^ 
Yes 
〔 E N D 〕 
Figure 3.4 Fault Dictionary generation flow chart 
The result is marked down as a format as 
[ A ] - [B] - [C] 
. [ D ] - [E] - [F] 
where 
A ： Logic states of all the lines in a fault-free circuit. 
B ： Maximum number of probe points. 
C ： The test vector coded in decimal value. 
D ： Sensitivity of each line with respect to the probe point located by E. 
E ： Probe point location. 
F ： No. of lines made critical by respective probe point. 
.：Identify the entry for a probe point. 
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Figure 3.5 Circuit description of an element in the Fault Dictionary 
One element of the Fault Dictionary for the circuit is 
shown： 
9880015514 9094 9044 880909909-1+89 
.00000 05504 0004 0 044 000000000-23 + 6 
where 
[ 0 , 1 ] are the ordinary logic values. 
[4, 5 ] are the critical 0,1 value detected at an added probe point. 
[8, 9 ] are the critical 0,1 value detected at the primary outputs. 
[ - 1 ] show that there is at most one probe point for this vector. 
[ . 1 i n e ] the critical path detected by adding a probe point at line 23. 
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A Fault Dictionary of Circuit SC1 is shown in Appendix A and 
Circuit SC7 is shown in Appendix B. With the Fault 
Dictionary which holds all the test information of the 
circuit, a mathematical tool is necessary to find an optimum 
solution for a minimum test set with optimum number of 
internal probe points. 
In the following Chapter, a mathematical tool called the 
Out-of-kilter algorithm is introduced to solve the minimum 
test set problem. 
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4. Mathematical Model - Out of kilter algorithm 
4.1 Network Model 
Network flow modeling [26,27] is one of the most useful 
techniques in industrial engineering analysis. A broad class 
of these problems such as inventory control, scheduling, 
allocation and production control can be conveniently 
classified under category of constrained network flows. 
A r c ( i , j ) 
f ( U U C) 
C T ^ ^ O 
Mode I Node J 
Figure 4.1 A basic entity of a network 
A basic entity of a network diagram is shown in Figure 4.1 
and it consists of nodes and arcs. A node is a termination 
point which generates and consumes flow. A node which 
generate flow is called a source node and a node which 
consume flow is called a sink node. An arc are the lines 
that connect the various nodes together in a network and 
sometimes called branches. A network is a set of connected 
arcs and nodes generally representing a physical process in 
which units move from source to sink. A typical network is 
shown in Figure 4.2 which consists of multiple sources and 
sinks. 
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f < I > | 
f ( U U C) ,, ‘ 
R e t u r n A r c 
Figure 4.2 A typical network flow 
A circulation is an assignment of flow to arcs such that 
flow is conserved at each node. That is, the total flow 
entering the node is equal to the total flow leaving the 
node. The out-of-kilter algorithm deals with circulation and 
it is often necessary to add an additional arc to connect 
the sink with the source. This additional arc is called 
return arc and the sink and source are called super sink and 
super source respectively. 
A capacitated arc is characterized by a finite lower bound 
L, a finite upper bound U and an associated cost C per unit 
flow. The actual flow through each arc can be any flow 
between the upper and lower limits, as long as any 
additional constraints are not violated. Figure 4.1 shows a 
capacitated arc 
where fij = flow through arc (i,j) 
Lij = lower capacity on arc (i,j) 
Uij = upper capacity on arc (i,j) 
Cij = cost associated with shipping one unit 
of flow from node i to node j 
The out-of-kilter algorithm (OKA) is an iterative procedure 
to find the circulation in a given capacitative network 
which minimizes the total cost of all flows passing through 
the arcs of the network. 
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4.2 Linear programming model 
For all nodes with external flows set to zero and 
conservation of flow required at each node, the network flow 
problem can be represented as a special linear programming 
problem [28]. Since the cost of shipping one unit across arc 





Conservation of flow 




Vj = 1,2,….…，n， fy > L^  
Upper bounds 
Vi=l,2,…….,m, 
Vj = l,2,•……,n, fy < U^ 
Non negative flow 
Vi=l,2,…….，m， 
Vj = 1,2,.......，n, fij > 0 
To form the dual of this linear programming problem, we 
assign Tli to the conservation of flow constraint for node i, 
0Cij to the upper bound constraint for arc i to j and P!」to 
the lower bound constraint to the arc i to j . The dual 
problem becomes： 
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m n 
MinZ2""aij - L^ p^  
/=1 y=l 
subject to 
Hi - Hj + a j - pj > - Cij V i , j e N 
rij unrestricted Vi G N 
ttij > 0 Vi,j G N 
Pij > 0 Vij G N where N is the set ofNodes 
Given a primal solution F and a partial dual solution Tl, we 
find that the two solutions are optimal for their respective 
problem if the following conditions exist. 
1. Primal feasibility 
n n 
Pj : ^  fji - ^ flj = 0 (Conservation of flow) 
y=i 片 
?2 ： Ljj < f ij < Uij (Capacity constraints) 
2. Dual feasibility 
Di： Hi - Hj + a j - Pj > - Cjj f o r a l l ( i j ) e S 
D2： ajj > 0 for all (i,j) e S 
D3: Pij > 0 for all (i,j) e S where S is the set of arcs 
3. Complementary Slackness 
Ci: if Hi - rij + ai - pj > - Cy，then fy = 0 
C2: if ocy > 0 , thenfjj =Uy 
C3: if Pij > 0 , thenfij =Ly 
The OKA algorithm requires an initial flow solution that 
satisfies condition P! but not necessarily condition P2. The 
initial node potentials are arbitrary so condition 3 is 
usually not satisfied. Condition 2 is not used in the 
algorithm but are useful for postoptimality sensitivity 
analysis. If a feasible solution exists, the ultimate 
attainment of an optimal solution in a finite number of 
iteration is guaranteed. 
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4.3 Kilter states 
An equivalent formulation of the conditions for optimality 
is given by the following relationships: 
I . I f Hj - Hi > Cij, t h e n ay > 0 and ^ = Uy 
工工. I f rij - Di < Cij, t h e n Py > 0 and fjj = Ly 
I I I I f r i j - r i i = C i j , t h e n Ujj > f;j > Lij 
provided that we choose 
IV. otij = max [0 ； r[j - rij - Cij] 
V. pij = max[0 ； -rij + rii + Cij] 
and 
VI • X fji - Z ^ = 。 
y=i 7=1 
In terms of seeking the optimum results through successive 
perturbations of the solution vector, these conditions are 
very efficient since only conditions I, II, 工工1 need be 
evaluated, and these do not involve the dual variables a and 
p of the relationships IV and V. 
Assuming that conditions IV and V are satisfied, and using 
C'ij = Cij + r i i - rij. Conditions I, 11, III and VI can be put 
in a more convenient form： 
Ki : If C'ij < 0, then ^ = Uy 
K2 : I f C ' i j > 0, t h e n fjj = Ly 
K3 ： If C'ij = 0, then Uy > ^  > Ljj 
K4 ： conservation of flow is satisfied 
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If two nodes i and j, and their connecting arc, satisfy 
optimality condition K!, K2, or K3, that arc is said to be in-
kilter. If an arc does not satisfy either K!, K2, or K3 that 
arc is said to be out-of kilter. There are totally nine 
kilter states. Three of them are in-kilter states and six of 
them are out-of-kilter states as shown in Table 8.1. 
~ S t i ^ C,H % In Kilt^ r? Why? 
g C , > 0 f = L — Yes Satisfies K2 
p C，= 0 ~ L < f < U — Yes Satisfies K3 
5 C’<0 f = U Yes Satisfies Kj 
oCi - C , > 0 — f < L No Violates P2 & K 2 ~ 
Pi C，= 0 f < L — No Violates P2 
5i C , < 0 f < U No Violates K^ 
0c2 “ C , > 0 - f > L No Violates K � 
p2 - C , = 0 • f > U No Violates P � 
§2 C , < 0 f > U No ViolatesP2&K1 
Table 4.1 Possible Kilter state of an arc 
For each state, we can determine whether the conditions for 
optimality are satisfied. Those that do satisfy the 
conditions are called in-kilter states (a, p, 6) . Those that 
do not are called the out-of-kilter states (a^, p!, 8^, 0C2, 
P2, §2 )• An arc is identified as in-kilter or out-of -kilter 
on the basis of its kilter state. These kilter states are 
summarized in a pictorial fashion in Figure 4.3. 
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C' < 0 C' = 0 C' > 0 
f > U 
f = U 
L < f < U 
f = L 
f < L 
Figure 4.3 Pictorial representation of the Kilter states 
4.4 Flow change 
The OKA assumes that flow is conserved at each node. When 
the initial solution satisfies this condition, all 
subsequent solutions will also satisfy the condition since 
flow is always changed on a cycle. Investigation for a 
procedure is necessary to bring an arc from an out-of-kilter 
state to an in-kilter state without any in-kilter arc are 
thrown out-of-kilter or out-of-kilter arc are thrown further 
out-of-kilter. This procedure is called labeling procedure. 
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、 
Consider an arbitrary arc, it will fall in one of the line 
mutually exclusive states as specified in Table 4.1. In 
order to bring an arc in-kilter, the arc is to be increased 
in either state a!, p! or 6^ For an arc to be decreased, the 
arc must be in either state 0C2, P2 or 63. If an arc is found 
to be in either state a, P or 6, that arc is in-kilter and 
its flow should not be altered. The exception is the state 
p, in which the flow might be increased or decreased without 
violating any conditions. 
When an out-of-kilter arc is chosen, the flow across that 
arc is adjusted to bring the arc in-kilter. To preserve 
conservation of flow, an alternative path should be labeled 
by the above labeling procedure. If the alternative path is 
found, a breakthrough occurs. The flow is updated by 
following the labeling routes. If the alternative path is 
not found, a non-breakthrough occurs. All the flows will not 
be updated and another kilter arc will be selected. 
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4.5 Potential change 
When a non-breakthrough occur and the algorithm fails to 
bring arc into an in-kilter state. Recall that the state of 
an arc is uniquely determined by checking C'ij = C^j + n^ - U^ 
, s o that a change in the n value affects the nine possible 
states of an arc. According to the procedure by which the 
dual problem was formally established, each and every node 
has a n value associated with it, so that there are exactly 
n dual n variables for a network-flow problem with n nodes. 
Consider two sets with A are the set of all labeled nodes 
and A' are the set of all unlabeled nodes. 
Case 1: Let B be the set of all arcs originating at a node 
in A terminating at a node in A' with C' > 0 and flow less 
than or equal to the upper bound. 
Case 2: Let B' be the set of all arcs originating at a node 
in A' and terminating at a node in A with C'< 0 and flow 
greater than or equal to the lower bound. 
Since C' can be calculated for every arc in sets B and B', 
one should proceed as follows： 
1. Case 1: For any C'> 0 
Define (！；丄 = m i n [ C ' x y ] if B 卞 0 ； otherwise, ^^ = oo. 
B 
2. Case 2: For any C'< 0 
Define C,2 = min [ C ' x y ] if B' * 0 ； otherwise, ^^ = oo. 
B, 
3 . Let ^ = min [(!^i , (^ . 
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4. For all node numbers ( n values ) in the set A', add 
(^  to every 1¾, where k is a member of the set A'. 
5. Do not erase any previous labels. 
The process then continues by returning to the labeling 
procedure. 
4.6 Summary and Conclusion 
The theory of the out-of-kilter algorithm has been discussed 
in a heuristic setting, using the well-known theory of dual 
linear programming. All the steps leading to an optimal 
solution have been examined, and a logical explanation was 
attempted to justify why those steps were taken. A table has 
been presented summarizing the various changes that are 
possible as the algorithm proceeds, along with step-by-step 
procedures to be employed when attacking the problem. The 
network is established and an initial circulation is chosen 
which satisfies the conservation of flow. A circulation of 
zero will always satisfy this condition. The power of the 
out-of-kilter algorithm is characterized by simple 
manipulation and fast convergence. Actually, the algorithm 
may initiate with any set of flows that satisfies 
conservation of flow. In the next chapter, the Fault 
Dictionary is implemented into a network flow model. By 
applying the OKA, a feasible solution can be found. 
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5. Apply Mathematical Method to minimize test sets 
5.1 Implementation of OKA to the Fault Dictionary 
For a circuit with m test vectors and n distinct number of 
possible stuck-at-faults, we can obtain a Fault Dictionary 
as described in Chapter 3. With that information, we can 
transform it into a network model as shown in Figure 5.1. 
/Z"^ ^^ $^ "^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ t^^ ^^ E^  
p ^ / ^ ^ ^ @ ^ ^ € > \ p ^ 
Y ^ ^ ^ i ) ^ ^ ; j j y ^ f j ^ 
\ ( S ^ 〗nn_) > ^ g ) / 
(n.nxn.O) '? 
Figure 5.1 Fault Dictionary transform to Network Flow Algorithm 
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m n 
Min E 2 ^ 0 ^ 
/=1 7=1 
subject to 
Conservation of flow 




Vj = 1,2,……,n, fy > Ly 
Upper bounds 
Vi= 1,2,……,m, 
Vj = 1,2,……,n, fy < Uij 
Non negative flow 
Vi=l,2,…….,m, 
Vj = l,2,.……,n, fy > 0 
All faults must be tested once 
m 
Vj = 1,2,……，n, X Tij >1 
/=i 
Test vectors are either selected or not selected 
Vi=l,2,……,m, X Tij = OorUi 
7=1 
Apply mathematical method to minimize test set 





Conservation of flow 




Vj = 1,2,……,n, fij > Ljj 
Upper bounds 
Vi=l,2,……，m, 
Vj = 1,2,……,n, fy < Uij 
Non negative flow 
Vi=l,2,…….,m, 
Vj = l,2,….…,n, fy > 0 
All faults must be tested once 
m 
Vj = 1,2,……，n, X Tij >1 
;=i 
Test vectors are either selected or not selected 
Vi=l,2,……,m, X Tij = OorUi 
7=1 
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It is observed that the super source is a reservoir and it 
generates test vectors. Every test vector has it's own 
characteristic and the number of faults being detected by 
this test vector is represented by the arcs from the test 
vector to the faults. In order to keep a balance flow, all 
the faults are collected at the super sink and brought back 
to the super source by a return arc. 
The number of test vectors depends on the Fault Dictionary. 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, an exhaustive method is being 
used. It implies a circuit with x input, the Fault 
Dictionary will consist of 2^ number of test vectors. For a 
circuit with y internal nodes, there exist a stuck-at-zero 
and a stuck-at-one fault occurring at each node. Therefore, 
a total number of 2y faults will be presented inside the 
network model. 
Consider the capacitated arc (0,U, L) from the super source 
to the test vectors. The lower bound is set at 0 and the 
upper bound U depends on the number of faults being tested 
by that test vectors. Since there is no preference to select 
any of the test vectors, a cost C will be set at L to 
maintain the same cost of one. 
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For the capacitated arc (0,1,0) from the test vectors to the 
faults, the lower bound and upper bound are set at 0 and 1 
respectively. It can be understood that the test vector will 
be either selected or not selected. If the test vector is 
selected, the arcs will be sitting at the upper bound with 
cost at zero. While the test vector is not selected, the 
arcs will be sitting at the lower bound with zero cost. 
The capacitated arc (l,m,0) from the stuck-at-faults to the 
super sink are set with lower bound at one so that every 
stuck-at-fault must be tested at least once. The upper bound 
is to assume all m test vectors can detect that stuck-at-
faults . A n d the cost is also set at zero. 
The return arc from super sink to super source are 
(n,mxn,0). The lower bound is n since all n stuck-at-faults 
must be tested at least once. The upper bound mxn assume all 
m test vectors can test n stuck-at-faults. The cost is set 
at zero. 
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5.2 Minimize test set and optimize internal probings/probe points 
In order to arrive at a miniinum test set, we need to extract 
information from a Fault Dictionary which takes all 
possibilities into consideration. Apply kilter 1 and kilter 
2 algorithm in Chapter 5.2.1, we get a solution set which 
holds all the minimum test sets. In Chapter 5.2.2/Chapter 
5.2.3, all the test sets are checked through the 
optimization algorithm, the minimum solution set which is 
the minimum test set with optimum number of internal 
probings/probe points is deduced. 
5.2.1 Minimize the number of test vectors 
After the formulation of the Fault Dictionary into a network 
flow model in which all test vectors are selected, it is 
obvious that the task now is to minimize the number of flow 
generated from the super source to the test vectors. It 
costs one unit for every generation of test vector from the 
super source. It is well known that nine kilter states occur 
(Refer to Table 4.1) . There are three in-kilter states and 
six out-of-kilter states. The out-of-kilter states are all 
at a states. We start to put the most out-of-kilter arcs 
back to the in-kilter state. The cost per unit flow is 
higher for the test vector which can detect a smaller number 
of stuck-at-faults. Since the cost is ± where U is the 
total number of stuck-at-fault being detected. 
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Consider the flow change and select the most out-of-kilter 
arc by labeling technique, if a breakthrough occurs, all 
flows change state and the flow change continues. Figure 5.2 
shows the flow chart of kilter 1 algorithm which does a 
quick scan of the test vectors and push arcs to in-kilter 
state as much as possible. 
〔 S T A R T ) 
r • 
Pick t h e 
h ighes t C value 
t e s t v e c t o r 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Pick t h e nex t 
< ^ e a k t h r o u > > t o ^ ' t e S \ e c W ^ 
N ^ ^ P" “ 
丨， In K i l t e r 
^ < ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ > ^ ^ _ N ^ ^ 
<--^Test vector^  — 
Yes ！ 
C END ) 
Figure 5.2 Flow chart ofkilter 1 algorithm 
I 
For the remaining out-of-kilter arcs which arrive at a non-
breakthrough state, we can treat those test set as an 
intermediate solution. In order to further reduce the test 
set, we need to apply kilter 2 algorithm which replace some 
of the vectors by a smaller number of more effective test 
vectors. Before the execution, the cost C need to be re-
formulated by a new cost C*. There are two cases how C* are 
re-formulated: 
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Case 1 
For those test vectors in the intermediate solution. The 
exclusive faults will be those whose arcs to the super sink 
node have only one unit of flow. The new cost C* will be l/U 
where U is the number of exclusive faults detected by the 
test vector concerned. 
Case 2 
For those test vectors not in the intermediate solution. If 
a test vector can detect the exclusive faults as defined in 
the previous case, its cost will be modified according to 
the number of exclusive faults detected. If none is 
detected, the cost C* will become infinite. 
After getting a new C* value, we continue to use the 
labeling technique with C' = C^+ni-Oj and apply the kilter 2 
algorithm as shown in Figure 5.3 until all the arcs get into 








^ ^ ^ \ V Update 
,+ ‘ , + <freakthrou9^ _!^ £^ _ o^w change 
Next h;ghest ^ ^ ^>^ ^ 
C' value ^^^^^ “ 
test vector Nof 
No ^^-"^Q5t^^^ 
^ <!^test vector^ 
Yes 
C END ) 
Figure 5.3 Flow chart ofkilter 2 algorithm 
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5.2.2 Find the optimum number of internal probings 
After getting m' minimum number of test vectors where m' < m 
from Chapter 5.2.1, the network model which shown m' 
selected test vectors detecting n number of stuck-at-faults 
becomes： 
j S ^ ^ T i i i ( a u u / u i ) _ _ ( C ^ 
e J f e a " ^ ^ \ | | ^ 
X(g)^::::_^ \ ^ I 
1^  (n,n'xrtO> J 
Figure 5.4 Network Model to optimize internal probing 
For the capacitated arc from super source to test vector 
(Fpm, F a m , 〇 ） shown in Figure 5.4' the lower bound Fpm 
represent the number of faults F detected by the primary 
output p of the test vector m and the upper bound F ^ 
represent the number of faults F detected by the additional 
probing a of the test vector m. As our purpose is to delete 
redundant s t u c k - a t - f a u l t s detected by additional probings. 
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Conservation of flow 




Vj = 1,2,……,n, fy > Ly 
Upper bounds 
Vi=l,2,…….,m’， 
Vj = 1,2,…….,n, fij < Uij 
Non negative flow 
Vi=l,2,…….，m,， 
Vj = 1,2,•……，n, fy > 0 ！ 
‘ 
All faults must be tested once I 
( 
Vj = l,2,……,n, X Tij >1 
;=i 
Test vectors detecting fault by additional probings are either selected or not selected 
Vi = 1,2，•……,m,, 
Vk=l,2,………,q, ± Tijk = OorUik 
7=1 
where k is the probing corresponding to that test vector. 
Apply mathematical method to minimize test set 
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For a selected test vector, we distinguish the fault being 
detected by primary output or internal probing by： 
Tij(l,l,0) the capacitated arc which represent the fault 
detected by primary output of that test vector. 
Tiik(0,Uik,y^) the capacitated arc which represent the fault 
^ Uik 
detected by k additional probing that 
corresponding test vector i. 
〔 S T A R T 〕 
S e l e c t t h e p r o b e 
p o i n t w h i c h d e t e c t s 
i h e s n a l i e s t n u n b e r 
o f f a u l t s 
II P i c k t h e n e x t 
^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ s n a U e s t n u n b e r o f 
^ ^ ^ \ ^ f a u l t s b e i n g d e t e c t e d 
^ ^ ^ C ； ： ： ^ ^ ^ I : 
No|^  「：l。w 
[ Change 丨 
^ / ^ F inisk^\^^ No : 
<C Checking 〉 ^ J 
^ T ^ ； 
Y e s 
1 ； 
( ^ E N D 〕 
Figure 5.5 Flow chart of optimize algorithm 
Figure 5.5 shows the detailed execution procedure of the 
optimization algorithm, where the most out-of-kilter state 
which has less number of faults detected by an additional 
point will be pushed to in-kilter first. Potential change is 
also applied to change the C' value in order to push the 
arcs in-kilter. 
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5.2.3 Find the optimum number of internal probe points 
The working procedure for finding the optimum number of 
internal probings is similar to the optimum number of 
internal probe points except the constraint： 
Test vectors detecting fault by additional probings are either selected or not selected 
Vi = 1,2,…….,m,， 
Vk=l,2,………，q， X Tijk = OorUik 
7=1 




will be changed to 
I 
！ 
Test vectors detecting fault by additional probings are either selected or not selected 丨 
Vk=l,2,………，q, X Z Tijk = OorUik • 
/=i M j 
I 
where k is the probe point at the signal line j 
inside the circuit. 
9 
and 
Tiik(0,Uik,y^) becomes the capacitated arc which represents 
J Uik 
the fault detected by additional probe point at 
the line k of that circuit. 
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5.3 Fixed number of internal probings/probe points 
This algorithm can find the minimum number of test vectors 
by fixing the number of internal probings/probe points. 
The mathematical model is slightly changed by adding a 
constraint to the Mathematical model. 
Vi=l,2,…….,m, 
m n 
Vj = 1,2,•……,n, 2] X Tijk ^ P 
;=i j=i 
i 
where p is the fixed number of additional probing/probe : 
t <
point being chosen. i 
• I 
1 
The procedure simply starts as described in Chapter 5.2.1 | 
and gets through kilter 1 algorithm. In kilter 2 algorithm, , 
it is checked from time to time by the optimization li 
i 
algorithm as described in Chapter 5.2.2 / Chapter 5.2.3. If ； 
the above constraint is not being satisfied, breakthrough ‘ 
cannot be occurred. The algorithm is then looped back to 
kilter 2 algorithm again and the detailed procedure is shown 
in Figure 5.6. 
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( S T A R T ) 
R e - f o r n u i a t i o n C^ 
Upda te C' va lue 
S t a r t f r o n 
t h e h ighes t 
C' va lue 
———— ^ ^ \ 
Update c ^ r e a k i h r o u g k ^ _ N o | 
「l〇w Change ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ ^ ^ | 
Yes j 
r 1 
•ptinize Next highest | 
Atgorithn c' value 
> ^ ^ ^ ； 
^ ^ Snaller \ ^ ^ . 
Yes ^ - ^ h a n fixed nunber^--^ ‘ 
^ <C_^  of probing/ ^ > 
^"•"---^robe point...-'---''''^  * 
NoX 
^^^Finish^^ No 
<C Checking J^^ > ^ 
Yes 
t 
( E N D ^ 
Figure 5.6 Flow chart to obtain minimum test set with fixed number of intemal probings/probe points 
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5.4 True minimum test set and optimum probings/probe points 
After getting a solution from Chapter 5.2, we need to 
consider if there exist an equivalent solution which has 
less probings/probe points. In order to avoid this situation 
to occur, we can safely check by running the algorithm again 
with fixed probings/probe points of the solution set. If the 
same result happen, it implies that it is the true minimum. 
If there exist a better solution set, we continuous to set 
the fixed probings/probe points equal to the previous number 丨 
I 
minus one until an equivalent solution which implies the ‘ 
I 
true minimum. A detail procedure is shown in Figure 5.7： 
！ 
1 
广 X ‘ 
/ Solution \ I 
V St and rip J ^ 
！ 
ilnit = Dp- 1 
Update ‘ 
S^and Dp ^ 
广 I _ n e d i a t e 、 K i l t e r - 2 ‘ 
(htution ;^°" ) With linii 
V K i l t e r - 1 」 
^ - ^ N e w ^ \ „ 
<^^|^^^|^^^^^^J>"~^ J 
Y e s 
(^"i~^� 
\ T r u l y Mininal J 
Figure 5.7 Flow chart to ensure a true minimum solution 
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6. Implementation and work examples 
Throughout this chapter, we make use of the circuit SC7 to 
carry out the implementation and work examples. Except in 
Chapter 6.2 which shows the minimum test set without 
internal probe point, we make use of circuit SC1. It is 
because circuit SC1 is a better example in that section and 
it shows more detail steps than the circuit SC7. 





Consider the logic module in Figure 6.1, 丨 
o C i - " ^ ^ Y _ 
15 ] 1 ^ 
f ^ ^ ^ ^ i 
o C i ^ H > ^ ^ ^ Y J " “ “ ^ "“^、 I 
0^1 CS) y ~ ~ ^ a5_^ 〜 I 口 T^3=t>5>^  
0 " — ^ ^ v ^ ^ i ^ ~ ^ I 
r > ^ ^ ^ T V ^ ^ ； 
o � - — — ~、 ^ L y 
0 ^ 1 ® 7 ~ ~ ‘ 
V~^  i 乂 
0^1 OP V ^ 
� s : L > 
Figure 6.1 Circuit SC7 - A logic module 
We start the execution of the following algorithm steps： 
Step 1 ： Read the circuit description of the circuit SC7. 
Step 2 : Get the first test vector (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) to the 
primary input. 
Step 3 ： Execute fault-free simulation. 
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Step 4 ： Critical path tracing from the primary input to the 
primary output. 
Breakthrough ： Mark 、8' & 、9' to represent stuck-
at-1 and stuck-at-0 detected by 
primary output. 
Non-Breakthrough ： Add a probe point to the output of 
the non-breakthrough gate. Mark 、4' 
Sc、5' to represent stuck-at-1 and 
stuck-at-0 detected by this probe 
point. 
Step 5 ： Get another test vector and back to step 2 until ‘ 
< 
the last test vector is implemented. 
I 
1 
Considering circuit SC7 and we have the test vector 丨 
(0,1,0,1,1,0,1,0) at step 2. Figure 6.2 shows the execution j 
of step 2 to step 4. ‘ 
« 
OcD ^ 2 ‘ 
H > ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ i j > ^ ‘ 
5^ 1- 1 r ^ V e T ^ ^ r ^ e ‘ 
8 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ¾ > ^ 
1 ® 、 4 —— ' T ^ 
^ ^ x ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ " H V ^ r ^ ^ 
5o> ^^ 1 ~ 、 4 | ~ ^ y 
4® y ~ 
‘“ "TV^ 
0 © j 7 
Figure 6.2 Logic state ofCircuit SC7 with input test vector (0，1,0，1，1，0，1，0) 
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The element、、91〃 of the Fault Dictionary becomes 
0551815514 50042 84444 080182 8-3+90* 
.00000055040004 0044 000000000-23+6* 
.000000000050000000440000000-24+3* 
.055000000000000000000000000-13+2* 
The first line shows all the logic value of the circuit, and 
Path (5,16,22,25,27) is those stuck-at-one faults at lines 
5, 16, 22, 25 Sc 27 detected by the primary output. 、-3' 
< 
indicate that there are at most 3 probe points for this test , 
) 
vector. And ‘ 90' identify the value of this test vector i 
coded in decimal value. There are totally 0 - 255 numbers of ,' 
test vectors. , 
I 
The second line indicates stuck-at-one faults at lines 
1 
10,14,175cl8 and stuck-at-zero faults at lines 7&8 by the I 
i 
probe point at line 23. 、+6' shows that six faults are J 
I 




Repeating the above algorithm steps until all 256 test ‘ 
vectors are evaluated. We have the Fault Dictionary as shown 
in Appendix B. 
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6.2 Finding the minimum test set without internal probe point 
For the conventional method, we only consider those stuck-
at-faults detected by the primary output. Hence, we consider 
only the value 、8' and 、9' in the Fault Dictionary and 
ignore '0-5' . In this example, we pick circuit SC1 instead 
of circuit SC7 and the network model is shown in Figure 6.3. 
The initial state is set up with the information of the 彳 
I 
Fault Dictionary. Go to kilter 1 algorithm, | 
Step 1 ： Pick the most out-of-kilter arc. i.e. high C value. 
I； 
Step 2 ： Check the flow change, Is breakthrough occur? ‘ 
Yes, put the arc in kilter. 
！ 
No, mark this arc, go to the next vector. 1 
( 
Step 3 ： Go to step 1, until all the test vector is checked. ^ 
After kilter 1 algorithm, we have seven test vectors which j 
are out-of-kilter and the rest, 249 test vectors, are in-
< 
kilter. We continue to push those out-of-kilter arcs into 
! 
kilter and consider the new C* value. The status are shown I 1 
as below： 
¥ 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
.TestVector [No. offauUs4etected~ C Yalue C* Val«e 
_ g jy^ jy^ 
m To 1/10 171 
1 ^ l0 1/10 171 
r72 l0 1/10 173 
2 ^ 5 175 r73 
^ 6 1/6 572 
2 ^ 6 T7i 172 
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In kilter test Vectors 
fetV_r No. o f f m l t s detected“ C Value C* Value 
1 0 00 00 
• • • • 
• 攀 • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
1 ^ Io r7i0 I7i 
—^—^^^—^^^———^—‘— - ^ ^ - ^ ^ - " ^ " - ^ - ^ - ^ ^ - - - - ^ - —^—~i—~^^—^^^— ~-^^—^—«-^^—^^ i 
參 番 參 參 
鲁 鲁 • 鲁 
• • 攀 • 
• • • • 
256 0 ^ ^ 
Consider the potential change in Chapters 4.5 and 5.2.1, the ‘ 
new C* and C' = ¢:*+¾-!!^ with n i = 0 , ILj=l/4 ： , 
I 
Out of kilter test Vectors ‘ 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Yalue C* Value C' Value 
^i 5 iV5 173 r 7 i 2 ~ ， 
n j io 1/10 i A 3/4 ! 
I59 Io 1/10 r7i Tfi ‘ 
r 7 2 T o 1/10 573 r 7 T 2 ~ 
Io8 5 IJs 373 T 7 T 2 ~ 
247 6 TTe r72 I7i 
2 ^ 6 1/6 T / 2 174 
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In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* Value C' Value 
1 0 00 00 00 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • 攀 • • • • • 
1 ^ Io 1/10 I7i 0 
• • • • • 
鲁 《 • • • 
• • • • 參 
• • 參 • • 
1 0 00 00 00 I 
with the new C' value, breakthrough occurs. The arc (S,T100) ！ 
is pushed to upper bound and the arc (S,T111) & (S,T172) are 
pushed to lower bound. Now, the status becomes： , 
I 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value~~ C* Value 
5i 5 r75 175 ‘ 
1 ^ To 1/10 175 ; 
1 ^ Io 1/10 175 ‘ 
2 ^ 5 T/s 573 
247 6 176 172 
2 5 0 6 r/e 1 7 2 
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In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* V a l u e “ 
1 0 00 00 
_ • • « 
256 0 ^ » : 
With further changing of the C' value by changing rij = l/5, 
the arc (S,T100)& (S,T159) become in kilter without any 
breakthrough occurring. Continue changing U^ = l/3 and rij = l/2 
bring all the arcs in kilter. The optimum solution is: 
555511881118188-2+64 
99000 9909099999-0+100 
419990 0 90999999-1+159 
55558811118118 8-2+2 08 
81181111883 3 818-0+24 7 
188111118833 818-0+2 50 
We need six test vectors to test all the stuck-at-faults in ‘ 
the circuit from the primary output and they are 64, 100, 
159, 208, 247 and 250. 
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6.31 Finding the minimum test set with optimum internal probing 
With the increasing observability by additional internal 
probings, we consider the value 、4' & '8' for stuck-at-one 
faults and the value 、5' & 、9' for stuck-at-zero faults. 
Obviously, the number of test vectors needed should be less 
comparing with conventional method. Regarding the circuit 
SC7, we formulate it as a network flow model as shown in ‘ 
Figure 6.4. The initial state is set up with the information 
of the Fault Dictionary. 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No, of faults detected C Value 
» 
1 ^5 1/15 
2 I& 1/18 
2 ^ n 1/14 . 
2 ^ TS 1/15 
Go to kilter 1 algorithm. 
Step 1 ： Pick the most out-of-kilter arc. i.e. high C value. 
Step 2 ： Check the flow change, does breakthrough occur? 
Yes, put the arc in kilter. 
No, mark this arc, go to the next vector. 
Step 3 ： Go to step 1, until all the test vectors are 
checked. 
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After kilter 1 algorithm, we have eight test vectors which 
are out-of-kilter and the rest, 248 test vectors, are in-
kilter. We continue to push those out-of-kilter arcs into 
kilter and consider the new C* value. The status are shown 
as below： 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. of faults detected C Value C* Value^ ‘ 
32 23! 1/21 l A 
40 2l 1/21 l A 
48 2l 1/21 573 
5i H 1/21 ^ 
Il8 20 1/20 Y71 
1 ^ 20 1/20 TH-
T ^ ”20 1/20 TJ1 
1 ^ ^ 1/20 173 
Since the kilter 1 is a quick scan algorithm, it needs to 
reach a state that no additional probing is necessary before ‘ 
going to kilter 2 algorithm. It is the reason why there is a 
chance for the number of effective fault equal to zero and 
making C* to infinity. 
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In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No.offaults detected C Value C* V a l u e “ 
i l5 Y/Is T72 
• • • 參 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • 參 
^ l3 TJTs TJl 
• 參 • • 
• • • 參 
• • 參 • 
• • • • 
2 ^ Is 1/15 ^ 
Consider the potential change in Chapters 4.5 and 5.2.1, the 
new C* and C' = C*+ni-r[j with 11土=0, rij = l/4 ： 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
TestVector No. offaults detected C Value C* Value C，Value~ 
T2 H 1/21 T/I 3jl 
40 n 1/21 l A 3/4 
Is H 1/21 Tj3 i7T2 
5i 2l 1/21 » ^ ‘ 
^ 8 l0 1/20 l A Tfi 
!?§ ^ 1/20 r75^ TT^ 
I?9 ^ 1/20 r71 Tr~ 
l90 ^ 1/20 573 r7T2 
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In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* Value C，Value“ 
i 0 1/15 r72 r74 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
2 ^ l3 1/13 174 0 
• 争 • • • 
• • • 參 • 
• • • 參 《 
• • • • • 
256 0 00 00 00 
With the new C' value, breakthrough occurs. The arc (S,T2 02) 
is pushed to upper bound and the arcs (S,T48)&(S,T190) are 
pushed to lower bound. Now, the status becomes： 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No, of faults detected C Value C* Value 
32 ^1 1/21 r7i 
40 ^ 1/21 r72 
64 H 1/21 r73 • 
15¾ l0 1/20 5V2 
IFS ^ 1/20 T/1 
1 ^ l0 1/20 r72 
i o 2 n 1/13 375 
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In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. of faults detected C Value C* V a l u e “ 
i Ts i7 i5 r72 
• • 參 • 
• • • 參 
• • • • 
• • • • 
^ l8 1/18 rZ6 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • 參 
• 攀 • • 
2 ^ l5 TJTs ^ 
^^^^^^HHMHMHHHMHM^H^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H^^HB^H^^^^^H^^^^^^^HBHMHHMMH^^^HH^^H^Hhl^^^^H^^^^H^^HII^^H^Hl 
Consider the potential change in Chapters 4.5 and 5.2.1, the 
new C* and C' = C*+rii-nj with U^=0, n^ = l/6 : 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
TestVector No. offaults detected C Value C* Value C，Value~ 
32 23! 1/21 T/I 576 
40 2I 1/21 172 r73 
5i ^1 1/21 573 T/e 
1 ^ ^ 1/20 372 r73 • 
1 ^ Io 1/20 r7i s7~S 
l89 ^5 1/20 172 a73 
1 ^ Ts 1/13 T7e r/Jd 
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In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* Value C' V a l u e “ 
i 0 1/15 172 1/3 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • 參 
^ Ts 1 / 1 8 T/e 0 
• • • • • 
• • 參 參 參 
鲁 攀 • • • 
• • • 參 • 
256 0 1/15 ^ » 
With the new C' value, breakthrough occurs. The arc (S,T90) 
is pushed to upper bound and the arcs (S,T32) &(S,T128) are 
pushed to lower bound. With the new C* and C' = C*+rii-r[j , 
r i i=0, r i j = l / 4 . Now, the status becomes ： 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* Value C' V a l u e ~ 
40 2I 1/21 r72 r74 
64 II 1/21 173 T7i2 . 
90 20 1/18 r73 I7T^ 
i M ^ 1/20 T/l 374 
l89 l0 1/20 172 573 
1^ n 1 /13 173 T7T2 
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In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. of faults detected C Value C* Va lue“ C' V a l u e “ 
i 0 1/15 TJ1> r 7 T 2 ~ 
• • 參 • 參 
• • 參 • • 
• • • • • 
• • • 參 • 
2 ^ l8 1/18 1 / 4 ~ 0 
• • • • • 
• • • 參 參 
• • • • • 
• • 參 《 « 
2 ^ 0 1/15 ^ « 
With the new C' value, breakthrough occurs. The arc (S,T2 04) 
is pushed to upper bound and the arcs (S,T188)&(S,T202) are 
pushed to lower bound. With the new C* and C' = C*+U^-U^ , 
r i i = 0 , r i j = l / 8 . Now, the status becomes ： 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C V a l u e ” C* Value C' Value 
40 2T 1/21 r73 5 7 H ~ 
5i n 1/21 173 5 7 ^ ~ 
^ 20 1/18 r7s 0 
1 ^ Io 1/20 TJs 3740“ 
1 ^ l3 1/14 374 TJS 
I 
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In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* Value C' Value 
i 0 1/15 r73 ~ 5 / 2 4 
• • 參 • 參 
• • 參 • 參 
• • • 參 攀 
• • • • • 
2 ^ l8 1/18 377 1 / 5 6 ~ 
• • • 參 • 
• • • 參 • 
• • • 參 會 
• • • 參 争 
Z56 0 1/15 572 3 / 8 ~ 
With the new C' value, no breakthrough occurs. rij value is 
further changed to 1/7 and hence C' = C*+rii-nj , U^=0, 
rij = l/7. Now, the status becomes ： 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
Te$tYector ； No. of faults d^tect^d C Yal«e C* V^iue C' Vglue 
_ 23! 1 / 2 1 r73 4/21 ~~~ 
^i 2i 1/21 r73 x m ~ 
1 ^ l0 1/20 1/5 2 7 ^ ~ 
Iol n 1/14 174 3 j 2 8 ~ 
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In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C V a l u e “ C* Value C，Value“ 
i 0 1/15 373 4/21 ~ 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
n i9 1/19 577 0 
• • • 參 • 
• • 參 參 • 
^ 20 1/18 I7S - 1 / 5 6 ~ 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • 書 • • 
• • • • • 
2?6 0 1/15 rZ2 5 / 1 4 ~ 
With the new C' value, breakthrough occurs. The arc (S,T12) 
is pushed to upper bound and the arcs (S,T64) & (S,T204) are 
pushed to lower bound. The status are: 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* Value 
1^ Is 1/19 Tp7 
40 ^ 1/21 177 
^ l8 1/18 178 
1 ^ l0 1/20 178 
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In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. of faults detected C Value C* Value 
i 0 1/15 173 
• • 參 • 
• 參 • • 
2 ^ 0 1/15 I7S 
Continue changing rij=l/8 and rij=l/7 brings all the arcs in 
kilter. The minimum number of test vectors are ： 
15514 98800884 944 909590 90099-2+12 
15555884818841058 8 99118 8888-3+4 0 
9880015514 90 94 9044 88 090 9909-1+90 
884 81155550 914 880584 8811888-4+18 9 
To optimize the number of internal probe point, we go to the 
optimization algorithm by formulating those vectors into a 
network flow model as shown in Figure 6.5. 
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The following table shows the effectiveness of the probing 
correspondance to the respective test vector. The larger the 
value of C, the less importance of that probe point 
correspondance to the test vector and therefore the most 
out-of-kilter represented in the network flow model. 
Vector with probing fault detect “ C Value 
™^vector 12 probe at 22 6 l/6 
~vector 12 probe at 24 1 l/l 
“vector 40 probe at 22 4 1/4 
~"^vector 40 probe at 15 3 1/3 
vector 40 probe at 14 1 l/l 
~""vector 90 probe at 23 6 17^ 
“vector 189 probe at 23 4 1/4 
“vector 189 probe at 24 1 l/i 
”vector 189 probe at 17 3 1/3 
~"vector 189 probe at 13 1 l/l 
By checking the most out-of-kilter state, i.e. C value = 1, 
four probings are in kilter by pushing them to lower bound. 
The status becomes： 
Vector with probing fault detect “ C Value 
_vector 12 probe at 22 6 !/6 
“vector 40 probe at 22 4 1/4 
“vector 40 probe at 15 3 1/3 
~vector 90 probe at 23 6 1/6 
~~vector 189 probe at 23 4 1/4 
vector 189 probe at 17 3 I/s 
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Checking the next most out-of-kilter, i.e. C value = 1/3, 
two more probings are pushed to be in kilter. Now, there are 
only four probings which are optimized to the corresponding 
test vectors as shown： 
Vector with probe point fault detect “ C Value 
^"vector 12 probe at 22 6 l/6 
“vector 40 probe at 22 4 1/4 
“vector 90 probe at 23 6 l/6 
~""vector 189 probe at 23 4 l/4 
Futher checking by C'= C+rii-IIj and there is no more changes, 
therefore the optimum solution is: 
15514 988008 84 944 909590 90 099-2+12 
.055040000000404400000000000-22+6 
155558848188410588991188888-3+40 
.05055000 000 00 0050 000 0 0 00000-22+4 
988 0015514 90 94 904488 0 909909-1+90 
.00 0 0 005504 0004 0 044 0 0 0000000-23+6 
8 84811555509148805848811888-4+189 
.0000 00505500 00 0005000000000-23+4 
In conclusion, we need four test vectors with four internal 
probings to test all the stuck-at-faults in the circuit. 
They are the vector 12 with probe at line 22, vector 40 with 
probe at line 22, vector 90 with probe at line 23 and vector 
189 with probe at line 23. 
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6.3.2 Finding the minimum test set with optimum internal probe point 
Repeating the procedures in Chapter 6.31 and getting the 
minimum test set： 
15514 98800884 944 90959090099-2+12 
155558848188410588991188888-3+40 
9880015514 9094 9044 880909 90 9-1+90 
8 84 81155550 914 880584 8811888-4+18 9 
we formulate the problem as shown in Figure 6.6 and the 
table to show the effectiveness of the probe point 
corresponding to the respective vector becomes： 
Vector with probe point fault detect C Value 
“vector 189 probe at 13 1 l/l 
vector 40 probe at 14 1 l/l 
vector 40 probe at 15 3 1/3 
_vector 189 probe at 17 3 TJl 
vector 12,40 probe at 22 9 T/s 
“vector 90,189 probe at 23 9 1/5 
vector 12,189 probe at 24 2 T/2 
By checking the most out-of-kilter state, i.e. C value = 1, 
two probe points are in kilter by pushing them to lower 
bound. The status becomes： 
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Vector with probe point fault detect ~""C Value 
^ v e c t o r 40 probe at 15 3 1 / 3 
“vector 189 probe at 17 3 17^ 
“vector 12,40 probe at 22 9 1/9 
^ v e c t o r 90,189 probe at 23 9 1/5 
vector 12,189 probe at 24 2 ‘ T/2 
Checking the next most out-of-kilter, i.e. C value = 1/2 & 
1/3, two more probe points are pushed to be in kilter. Now, 
there are only two probe points which are optimized to the 
corresponding test vectors as shown： 
Vector with probe point fault detect “ C Value 
_ v e c t o r 12,40 probe at 22 9 T/s 
~""vector 90,189 probe at 23 9 1/9 
Futher checking by C'= C+rii-rij and there is no more changes, 
therefore the optimum solution is: 
15514 98800884 944 90959090099-2+12 
.05504 0 00 00004 044 000 00000000-22+6 
155558848188410588 991188888-3+4 0 
.0505500 00 00 0000500000000000-22+4 
988 0015514 9094 904488 0 909909-1+90 
.00 00 005504 00040044 000 0 0 0000-23+6 
88481155550914880584 8811888-4+189 
.00000 05055000000050 00000 000-23+4 
In conclusion, we need four test vectors with two internal 
probe points to test all the stuck-at-faults in the circuit. 
They are the vector 12, 40, 90 and 189 with probe points at 
line 22 and 23. 
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6.4 Finding the minimum test set by fixing the number ofinternal probings at 2 
We start with the network flow model same as shown in Figure 
6.4. The initial state is set up with the informaition of the 
Fault Dictionary as shown： 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No, offaults de t ec t ed~ C Value C* Value 
1 ^3 1/15 1/5 
2 l8 1/18 1/11 ~ 
2 ^ H I7Ti 177 
^ Ts T7Is r Z v ~ 
Go to kilter 1 algorithm. 
Step 1 ： Pick the most out-of-kilter arc. i.e. high C value. 
Step 2 ： Check the flow change. Is breakthrough occur? 
Yes, put the arc in kilter. 
No, mark this arc, go to the next vector. 
Step 3 : Go to step 1, until all the test vector is checked. 
After kilter 1 algorithm, we have eight test vectors which 
are out-of-kilter and the rest, 248 test vectors, are in-
kilter. We continue to push those out-of-kilter arcs into 
kilter and consider the new C* value. The status are shown 
as below： 
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Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. of faults detected C Value C* V a l u e “ 
^ ^ T p H I7i 
40 2l! 1/21 571 
48 2I 1/21 373 
^i ^ TpR ^ 
1 ^ l0 1/20 171 
5T88 Ib 1/20 T7i 
1 ^ ^ 1/20 T/I 
1 ^ ^ 1/20 173 
In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* V a l u e “ 
“ ^ ~ j ^ 1/15 1/2 
• • • • 
• • • 參 
• • • • 
• • • • 
2 ^ n T/T3 174 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
2^ I5 TJTs ^ 
Consider the potential change in Chapters 4.5 and 5.2.1, the 
new C* and C' = C*+U^-U^ with U^=0, rij = l/4 ： 
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Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. of faults detected C V a l u e ~ C* Value C，Value 
32 ^ i7^I i7i 372 
40 H 1/21 i7i 374 
48 II 1/21 173 TJT2 
5i TL 1/21 ^ » 
rlQ ^ Tj2Q r 7 i TJl 
T ^ 20 1/20 l A Tfi 
T ^ ^ 1/20 171 575 
l90 Io 1/20 373 I7T5 
In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* V a l u e “ C' V a l u e ~ 
i 0 1/15 Tj2 1/4 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
參 《 • • • 
• • 參 « • 
l02 n T/l3 r74 0 
• • • • • 
• • • • 參 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
2 ^ 0 1/15 ^ » 
With the new C' value, breakthrough occurs. The arc (S,T2 02) 
is pushed to upper bound and the arcs (S,T48) & (S,T190) are 
pushed to lower bound. Now, the status becomes： 
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Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. of faults detected C V a l u e ” C* V a l u e “ 
5^ 2T 1/21 1/1 
40 2l 1/21 Tj2 
^ 2l TTTL 1/3 
1 ^ ^ 1 7 ^ r/2 
1 ^ 20 1/20 l A 
1 ^ 20 1/20 1/2 
^ 15 T7T5 375 
In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C V a l u e ~ C* V a l u e “ 
i Ts r7i5 572 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
90 l8 1/18 TJe 
: : : : 
• • • • 
• • • 參 
Z56 I5 T/Ts « 
Consider the potential change in Chapters 4.5 and 5.2.1, the 
new C* and C' = C*+ni-rij with rii=0, ILj = l/6 ： 
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Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C V a l u e ” C* V a l u e “ C' V a l u e “ 
_ — 1/21 1/1 5/6 
40 ^ T7^ 172 r73 
5i 2l 1/21 573 T7e 
^ 8 20 TJIo 172 Tj3 
rF§ 20 T/20 r71 ^7¾ 
T ^ 20 1/20 172 r75 
202 I3 1/13 175 TJJo 
In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* V a l u e “ C ' V a l u e “ 
i ~ 1/15 572 T/3 
參 《 • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • 參 
• • 參 • • 
~ 9 ^ l8 1/18 176 0 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • 參 • 
2 ^ 0 1/15 « » 
With the new C' value, breakthrough cannot occur. Since it 
needs to pass through the optimization algorithm. The result 
comes back is 、、three" internal probe points that are 
necessary for the test. It contradicts the constraint and 
hence no breakthrough occurs. 
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Now, the status becomes： 
Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* V a l u e “ 
— _ 1/21 Tjl 
40 2I r75i r72 
64 2l T J H 175 
1 ^ 20 1/20 172 
1 ^ 20 1/20 T7i. 
1 ^ 20 1/20 172 
Io2 n r7T3 T7s 
In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults detected C Value C* Value 
i I5 r7i5 172 
• • 參 • 
• • 參 • 
華 》 • • 參 鲁   
Ho I5 TJTs 1 7 2 ~ 
參 • • 參 
參 • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
2 ^ Ts 1/15 W 
Consider the potential change in Chapters 4.5 and 5.2.1, the 
new C* and C' = C*+U^-U^ with 11士=0, U^ = l / 2 : 
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Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test V e c t o r “ No. offaults detected C Value C* Value C' Value 
32 2l YfrL TJ1 572 
40 n T p n 172 0 
^i n r72I i73 ^T76 
1 ^ Io 1/20 r72 0 
IFs 20 1/20 l A r72 
5 ^ 20 1 7 ^ 172 0 
202 n 1/13 r75 -3/10 
In kilter test Vectors 
Test V e c t o r “ N o . offaults detected C Value C* Value C' Value 
_ Q 1/15 572 0 
• • • • • 
• 參 • • 參 
• • • • • 
攀 參 • • • 
2lb I5 1/15 172 0 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • 眷 • • 
1 ^ 0 1/15 ^ « 
With the new C' value and checking the optimization 
algorithm which results in、、two" internal probe points that 
are necessary for the test. It satisfies the constraint and 
hence breakthrough occurs. The arc (S,T22 0) is pushed to 
upper bound and the arcs (S,T32) &(S,T188) are pushed to 
lower bound. Now, the status becomes： 
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Out of kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. offaults de tec ted“ C Value C* Value 
40 ^ 1/21 r/3 
64 ^1 1/21 573 
H e 20 i75^ r72 
l89 l0 1/20 Tj3 
2 ^ n 1/13 175 
220 15 1/15 572 
In kilter test Vectors 
Test Vector No. of faults detected C Value C* Value 
1 Ts 1/15 i 
2 ^ I5 1/15 i 
With the new C' value, the arc (S,T10) can be pushed to 
upper bound and the arcs (S,T64)&(S,T202) can be pushed to 
lower bound but it violates the constraint that the number 
of internal probe points equals to 、、three〃 after the 
optimization algorithm. Similar case happens to the arc 
(S,T74) which can be pushed to upper bound and the arcs 
(S,T128)&(S,T202) can be pushed to lower bound but it 
violates the constraint that the number of internal probe 
points equals to "three" after the optimization algorithm. 
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After checking all the test vectors, the optimum solution 
becomes： 
155558848188410588991188888-3+4 0 
15555195998844 0509959194 099-4+64 
19599155559044 0905884 91990 9-4+12 8 
884 81155550 914 880584 8811888-4+18 9 
988 00544 0011959050222 913 909-1+2 02 
.00 00 0544 0000050050 00 00 00 000-23+5 
19918155141184884422 080182 8-1+22 0 
.0 0000 05504 0 004 0044 0 00000000-23 + 6 
In conclusion, we need six test vectors with two internal 
probe points to test all the stuck-at-faults in the circuit. 
They are the vector 40, vector 64, vector 128, vector 189, 
vector 202 with probe at line 23 and vector 40 with probe at 
line 23. 
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6.5 Program description 
This algorithm is written in C Language and run on the IBM 
personal computer which is a 4 86DX 33mHz with 8M Ram. The 
size of the program is 30 Kbytes for generating of the Fault 
Dictionary and 20 Kbytes for optimization. The running time 
of several simple circuits can be summarizes in Table 6.1. 
Circuits “SC1 ~~SC2 SC3“ SC7“ 
Running time for Generation of 
Fault Dictionary (Seconds) 6 9 130 10 
Running time for optimization 
of test set and probings/probe 3 2.3 480 4.5 
points (Minutes) 
Table 6.1 Running time for the simple circuits 
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7. Realistic approach to flnd the minimum solution 
7.1 Problem arising in exhaustive method 
The approach of the algorithm is to put the arc of the test 
vector from the out-of-kilter state to in-kilter state and 
the computational time is very much depend on the number of 
test vectors in the Fault Dictionary. However, a true 
minimum solution can only be obtained if all the possibility 
are put into consideration and hence every test vector is 
involved. 
Considering a combinational circuits with 8 primary inputs, 
it has 2® = 256 number of different input test vectors. A 16 
input circuits has 65536 different input test vectors while 
a 32 input circuits has 4294967296 different input test 
vectors. Now, we need to think about the advantage of 
selecting all comparing with partially selection. In Chapter 
7.2, we can observe from an exhaustive method the weakness 
of an existing test generation algorithm. So we can suggest 
two more methods at Chapter 7.3 to reduce the search set. 
With a smaller Fault Dictionary which holds only effective 
test vectors, the time and cost of applying the algorithm 
can be much reduced. 
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7.2 Improvement work on existing test generation algorithm 
Base on the optimization work for simple circuits, we 
compare the result obtained by the existing algorithm [7,29] 
to the results obtained by the out-of-kilter algorithm as 
shown in Table 7.1. 
Cia^^cuit ： t^st; .gwner^tiow< hy Te«t ‘ generatioa "hy 
existing method aut-of-kilter algorithm 
SC1 4 test vector & 6 probing 4 test vector & 4 probing 
SC2 4 test vector & 5 probing 4 test vector & 4 probing 
SC3 9 test vector & 7 probing 5 test vector & 9 probing 
Table 7.1 Result of comparison between an existing algorithm and the out-of-kilter algorithm 
We can draw some conclusions to improve the existing 
algorithm to arrive at the optimum solution. 
Consider the following procedure for the existing algorithm： 
Step 1 ： Read the circuit description file. 
Step 2 ： Build a fault list. 
Step 3 : Select a seed line. 
Step 4 ： Apply propagation and justification rules： 
A critical path is generated forward towards the 
POs. 
A critical path is generated backward towards the 
PIs. 
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Potential probings are added and justification 
is carried out from these points. 
Then, a test vector with corresponding probings 
are generated. 
The stuck-at-faults detected by this test vector 
are also obtained. 
Step 5 ： Remove redundant probings. 
Then, probings and detected faults are revised. 
Step 6 ： Remove detected faults from the fault list. 
Step 7 ： Repeat from step 3 if the fault list is not empty. 
Step 8 : A set of test vectors with corresponding probings 
and faults detected are generated. 
With the optimization solution, we can deduce a better test 
generation by considering the following two points, 
1.Consider a second seed line instead of only one seed line. 
2.Remove redundant probing at the latest stage. 
If we modify the algorithm as shown below： 
Step 1 ： Read the circuit description file. 
Step 2 ： Build a fault list. 
Step 3 ： Select a seed line. 
Step 4 ： Select a back up seed line. 
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Step 5 ： Apply propagation and justification rules： 
A critical path is generated forward towards the 
POs with the seed line. 
A critical path is generated forward towards the 
POs with the back up seed line. 
If confliction exists, add internal probing. 
A critical path is generated backward towards the 
PIs. 
Potential probings are added and justification 
is carried out from these points. 
Then, a test vector with corresponding probings 
is generated. 
The stuck-at-faults detected by this test vector 
are also obtained. 
Step 6 ： Remove detected faults from the fault list. 
Step 7 ： Repeat from step 3 until the fault list is empty. 
Step 8 ： Remove redundant probings. 
Step 9 ： A minimum set of test vectors with optimum number 
of probings is generated. 
The advantage of considering another seed line instead of 
only one seed line makes circuit SC3 arrives at the known 
minimum of 5 vectors with 9 probings. And the benefit of 
considering the redundant probing at the last stage, circuit 
SC1 arrives at the known minimum of 4 test vectors with 4 
probings while circuit SC2 is optimized to 4 vectors with 4 
probings. 
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7.3 Reduce the search set 
It is obvious that there are a lot of redundant test vectors 
in the Fault Dictionary. They will require a lot of memory 
area and hence computational time. We start to think about 
the possibility of having a quick selection method to reduce 
the search set, hence to reduce computational time and 
saving cost. There are at least two possible ways to reduce 
the search set. 
7.3.1 Making the Fault Dictionary from existing test generation algorithm 
The Fault Dictionary can be generated by exploiting the 
frequent occurrence of arbitrary choices in an existing test 
generation algorithm. In the algorithm [7], when there is a 
choice, it always puts the signal line with the highest 
number critical. Such a blind solution will certainly not 
guarantee an optimum result. Let's consider the first 
iteration of the existing algorithm with circuit SC2 as 
shown in Figure 7.1: 
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r i O n v ^ 
o^^H "^"^^、nl""~i^  ~~k 
c ^ ^ t ^ ^ \ 
\ c o 
l5j ^^-<3> 
^ ^ ^ " H ^ r ^ 
-W>^^ c。 
i^b~~ 
- M ^ j ^ T " ^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ 
Figure 7.1 First generation for Circuit SC2 
The first iteration puts critical C1 at line 8 but we can 
put C1 at line 7 instead of line 8. If we consider this 
alternative, it may help us to arrive at the optimum after 
minimization. The test vectors added to the Fault Dictionary 
are ： 
145588090599188-2+141 14558890059918 8-2+141 
.0 055000 0 050000 0-13+3 and . 005500000500 000-13+3 
.04 0 0 0000 0000 000-9 + 1, . 040000000000000-9 + 1 
Swapping lines 1 & 2 and also lines 9 & 10 give 4 possible 
test vectors. A total 4 x 2 = 8 test vectors will be 
considered. In Figure 7.2, considering critical CO at line 
13 instead of line 14 will give us more effective test 
vectors for the final minimization. 
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1 Branch 1 
^ ^ ^ 、 C O 
I I ^ ^ _ f ^ ^ L ^ " ^ 
I o ^ ^ ^ ^ 、 c o | ^ " " ^ l]c。 
C I ^ ^ 严 _ _ ^ ^ 
、CO ^ 
,g l ^ ^ ^ ¢ 3 ) 
~ ^ T T ^ S ~ 1 l � “ 7 ^ — — ^ 
丨 ^ ^ > ^ ^ 1 -
i^b^ 
I < ^ - ^ ^ H ^ v ^ ^ ^ i 
L ^ ^ ^ — — � 
Figure 7.2 Circuit SC2 with line 13 & 14 swapping state 
The logic states at lines 1 & 2 can be swapped to generate 
two more possibilities while lines 3 & 4 can be also be 
swapped. As a result, there are four more test vectors be 
put to the Fault Dictionary as follow： 
18184444 8814818-2+5* 
=00 0 0 0044 0004 0 00-14+3* 
=0 0 0 044 0 000 00 00 0-11+2* 
81184444 8814818-2+6* 
=0 0 000 044 0 004 00 0-14+3* 
=00 0044 00 000000 0-11+2* 
18814444 8814 818-2+9* 
=000 00044 00 04 0 00-14+3* 
=000 04400 00 000 00-11+2* 
818144448814818-2+10* 
=0000 00440004 000-14+3* 
=00 0044000000000-11+2* 
Also, we consider the branch 2 of circuit SC2 and lines 11 & 
12 can also be swapped as shown in Figure 7.3. 
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~ ^ T r S ^ . l r ^ h ^ P ^ T Y ^ x ; ^ " ^ r ^ h " ^ 
1 ^ ^ 4 > ^ r ^ | | ^ ^ > i _ ^ | 
~ . V - « i ~ iV^tti 
I - > - ^ H X j ^ " " ^ ^ 1 I - ^ ^ ^ T X - ^ " ^ ^ ^ 
i i ^ l ^ _ _ — � L ^ ^ > I ^ — � 
Figure 7.3 Possible logic state for Branch 2 of circuit SC2 
By fixing the logic state at branch 1 of circuit SC2, it 
generates 4 more possible test vectors by swapping lines 5&6 
and lines 7&8. If we put both branch 1 and branch 2 into 
consideration, there are total 4 x 5 = 20 possible test 
vectors. As a result, there are 28 test vectors being put 
into the Fault Dictionary by this generation. 
Similarly, the second iteration will have 20 test vectors. 
The third iteration will have 28 test vectors and the last 
iteration will have 20 test vectors. As a result, a total of 
96 test vectors are inside the Fault Dictionary. However, 
half of them are duplicates and hence only 48 test vectors 
are listed inside the Fault Dictionary instead of 256 test 
vectors for minimization. 
The advantage of this method can cure the problem of 
handling reconvergence fanout. For the existing method, 
signals may crashes at the reconvergence signal line. 
However, we take those crashes as an alternatives and put 
both of them into consideration. While they were put into 
the Fault Dictionary, it can be handled by the out-of-kilter 
algorithm. 
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7.3.2 Making the Fault Dictionary by random generation 
There are statistical approach for Fault Analysis [30] and 
random test vectors generation [31,32] to the testability of 
digital circuits. If we look at the full list of the Fault 
Dictionary, it consists of many redundant test vectors. 
Looking at results obtained, it is observed that an 
effective test vector always tests a lot of stuck-at-faults. 
Figure 7.4 shows a graph of the number of test vectors 
versus the number of stuck-at-faults being detected. 
Nu>">ber o f Ni>r,t>er of 
t e s t v e c t o r s t e s ^ v e c t o r s 
兀- A '。'- ^ 
6°_ / ^ • / \ 
/ D ^ Total ‘ 256 t e s t v e c t o r s / k Total > 1024 t e s t v e c t o r s 
' : [ 乂 I: I “ I ^ v » = : • 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ ¾ ? ^ , ； . . A , — -
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 H 15 0 ^ ^ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1& 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 S t u c k ^ o t - f a u l t s 
Figure 7,4a Circuit SC1 Figure 7.4c Circuit SC3 
Nunber o f Nwnber of 
t e s t v e c t o r s t e s t v e c t o r s 
7° - 逾 7。“ 
60 - J ^ TotQl , 256 t e s t v e c i o r s ^ ° “ Total • 256 t e s t v e c t o r s 
::y» :: >^ 
1 ^ - ^ T I I I B ^ 9 m H 1 1 , ^ T ! ' . „ � r ^ ^ * * t * J, * ^ ^ r r T ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ^ t t 去 t 4 , N " " b " � f 
° 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lD 11 12 13 14 15 S t u c k - o t - f o U t s ] 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 M 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 2 2 23 24 25 26 2 7 S t u c k - Q t - f a U t s 
Figure 7.4b C l r c U t SCP Figure 7.4d ClrcLUt SC7 
Figure 7.4 No. of test vectors versus No. of stuck at faults being detected 
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It is observed that the optimum test set obtained by the 
exhaustive method lies inside the shaded area. And it is 
obviously simple to delete those test vectors which is 
outside the shaded area of the graph to make our Fault 
Dictionary effective. With this deletion, it can save 
computation time while doing the optimization. The deletion 
can be done by calling up a test vector from the Fault 
Dictionary and check for the number of stuck-at-faults. If 
the number is reasonably large, it is selected and put into 
the Fault Dictionary. However, there may exist an instance 
that a critical test vector which detects a specific fault 
is laid outside the shaded area. If we consider the 
occurrence of that test vector which tests only one critical 
fault is extremely low, we can conclude that the possibility 
of having this instance is very low. 
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8. Conclusions 
8.1 Summary of Results 
In high observability testing, internal circuit nodes can be 
used as test points. Test generation needs to generate a set 
of test vectors with corresponding internal probings/probe 
points. For those existing test generation algorithms 
considering internal probings/probe points, they do not 
guarantee a true minimum. This thesis offers an optimization 
method by the out—of-kilter algorithm which will not be 
affected by fan-out and re-convergence. The main procedure 
divides into two parts: Part 工 generates a Fault Dictionary. 
If we need a true minimum solution, we need to put all 
possible test vectors and internal probings/probe points to 
the Fault Dictionary before going to the second part. In 
Chapter 7.3.1, we suggest to choose only the efficient test 
vectors generated by the existing test generation algorithm 
to the Fault Dictionary. Also, we suggest a quick selection 
of efficient test vectors in Chapter 7.3.2 by considering 
the number of stuck-at-faults. Part II makes use of the 
Fault Dictionary and finds the minimum test set. 
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Table 8.1 summarizes the results obtained by this algorithm 
on several simple circuits. 
Circuits “ “SC1 “SC2 SC3“ SC7“ 
No. of s-a-faults 20 Jo 46 5i~~~ 
No. of test vectors 6 7 9 8 ~ 
without internal test point 0 0 0 0 
Minimum No. of test vectors 4 4 5 4 
with optimum No* of probing 4 4 9 4 
Minimum No. of test vectors 4 4 5 4 ~ 
with optimum No» of probe point 2 4 7 2 
Table 8.1 Results of the simple circuits by new algorithm 
A comparison of the results obtained by this algorithm to 
those by an existing test generation algorithm [7] is listed 
in Table 7.1. A significant improvement has been achieved in 
the new algorithm. Since it considers every possibility and 
the results can be used as an reference to the other test 
generation algorithms. 
Moreover, the new algorithm can minimize the number of test 
vectors by fixing the number of internal probings/probe 
points. The results on a simple logic module is listed in 
Table 8.2/Table 8.3: 
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Internal No oftest 













1 7 199181555509848805848811888-3+188 
884811555509148805848811888-4+189 p 






2 6 988005440011959050222913909-1+202 Pn)be at 23 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5 p 




.050550000000000500000000000-22+4 Probe at 22 
988001551490949044880909909-1+90 
3 5 .000000550400040044000000000-23+6 Pn>be at 23 
884811555509148805848811888-4+189 ^ 
199185440011858850222811828-1 +204 P**Gbe at 23 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5 
155149880088494490959090099-2+12 Probe at 22 
.055040000000404400000000000-22+6 
155558848188410588991188888-3+40 Probe at 22 
.050550000000000500000000000-22+4 
4 4 988001551490949044880909909-1+90 Probe at 23 
.000000550400040044000000000-23+6 „ 
884811555509148805848811888-4+189 Pl*obe at 23 
.000000505500000005000000000-23+4 
Table 8.2 Result of circuit sc7 with various number ofintemal probings 
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Internal No of test < ^ ^ 














1 6 988005440011959050222913909-1 +202 Probe at 23 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5 p 
199181551411848844220801828-1 +220 ^^®"® ^* ^^ 
.000000550400040044000000000-23+6 
155149880088494490959090099-2+12 Probe at 22 
.055040000000404400000000000-22+6 
155558848188410588991188888-3+40 Probe at 22 
.050550000000000500000000000-22+4 
2 4 988001551490949044880909909-1+90 Probe at 23 
.000000550400040044000000000-23+6 ^ 
884811555509148805848811888-4+189 ^^®"® ^* ^^ 
.000000505500000005000000000-23+4 
Table 8.3 Result of circuit sc7 with various number of internal probe points 
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8.2 Further Research 
A methodology to obtain a minimum test set with optimum 
number of internal probings/probe points is developed. 
However, it is costly and time consuming if large number of 
primary inputs is being considered. The result obtained can 
work as an reference for other new test generation 
algorithms. Since the relationship between the number of 
additional probings/probe points to the number of internal 
probings/probe points is difficult to establish, it depends 
on the characteristic of the circuit and also the weighting 
factor between having a test vector and having an internal 
probing/probe point. 
However, the algorithm in this thesis already finds the 
lower bound which is the minimum test set with optimum 
number of internal probings/probe points and the upper bound 
which is the conventional method without any internal 
probings/probe points. In between, to find an efficient 
method to determine an acceptable solution of a good 
combination of test vectors with probings/probe points still 
requires further research. 
Conclusions 
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Appendix A 
000044442200002-2+0* .000000440000000-12+2* .040000000000000-9+1* 
.000000440000000-12+2» .000044000000000-11+2* 415550880518188-3+30* 
.000044000000000-11 +2* .400000000000000-9+1 • .005500000500000-13+3 * 
140044444200002-3+1* 555544441100122-4+15* .000050000000000-11+1* 
.040000004000000-13+2* .000000440000000-12+2» .400000000000000-9+1* 
.000000440000000-12+2* .000044000000000-11+2* 555550881118188-3+31* 
.000044000000000-11+2* .005500000000000-10+2* .000050000000000-11+1* 
410044444200002-3+2* .550000000000000-9+2* .005500000000000-10+2* 
.400000004000000-13+2* 000050442214002-2+16* .550000000000000-9+2* 
.000000440000000-12+2* .000000440004000-14+3 * 000005442214002-2+32* 
.000044000000000-11+2* .000050000000000-11+1* .000000440004000-14+3 * 
550044445000122-3+3* 140050444214002-3+17* .000005000000000-11+1* 
.550000005000000-13+3* .000000440004000-14+3 * 140005444214002-3+33* 
.000000440000000-12+2* .040000004000000-13+2* .000000440004000-14+3 * 
.000044000000000-11+2* .000050000000000-11+1* .040000004000000-13+2* 
001444442400002-3+4* 410050444214002-3+18* .000005000000000-11+1* 
.000400000400000-13+2* .000000440004000-14+3 • 410005444214002-3+34* 
.000000440000000-12+2* .400000004000000-13+2* .000000440004000-14+3 * 
.000044000000000-11+2* .000050000000000-11+1 • .400000004000000-13+2* 
141444444400002-3+5* 550050885018188-2+19* .000005000000000-11+1* 
.040400004400000-13+4* .550000005000000-13+3* 550005885018188-2+35* 
.000000440000000-12+2* .000050000000000-11+1* .550000005000000-13+3* 
.000044000000000-11+2* 001450442414002-3+20* .000005000000000-11+1* 
411444444400002-3+6* .000000440004000-14+3 • 001405442414002-3+36* 
.400400004400000-13+4* .000400000400000-13+2* .000000440004000-14+3 * 
.000000440000000-12+2* .000050000000000-11+1• .000400000400000-13+2* 
.000044000000000-11+2* 141450444414002-3+21* .000005000000000-11+1• 
551444445000122-4+7* .000000440004000-14+3 • 141405444414002-3+37* 
.550000005000000-13+3* .040400004400000-13+4* .000000440004000-14+3 * 
.000000440000000-12+2* .000050000000000-11+1• .040400004400000-13+4* 
.000044000000000-11+2* 411450444414002-3+22* .000005000000000-11+1* 
.000400000000000-10+1* .000000440004000-14+3* 411405444414002-3+38• 
004144442400002-3+8* .400400004400000-13+4* .000000440004000-14+3 * 
.004000000400000-13+2* .000050000000000-11+1* .400400004400000-13+4* 
.000000440000000-12+2* 551450885018188-3+23* .000005000000000-11+1* 
.000044000000000-11+2* .550000005000000-13+3* 551405885018188-3+39* 
144144444400002-3+9* .000050000000000-11+1» .550000005000000-13+3 * 
.044000004400000-13+4* .000400000000000-10+1• .000005000000000-11+1* 
.000000440000000-12+2* 004150442414002-3+24* .000400000000000-10+1 * 
.000044000000000-11+2* .000000440004000-14+3• 004105442414002-3+40* 
414144444400002-3+10* .004000000400000-13+2* .000000440004000-14+3* 
.404000004400000-13+4* .000050000000000-11+1* .004000000400000-13+2* 
.000000440000000-12+2* 144150444414002-3+25* .000005000000000-11+1• 
.000044000000000-11+2* .000000440004000-14+3 * 144105444414002-3+41* 
554144445000122-4+11* .044000004400000-13+4* .000000440004000-14+3 * 
.550000005000000-13+3* .000050000000000-11+1* .044000004400000-13+4* 
.000000440000000-12+2* 414150444414002-3+26* .000005000000000-11+1 * 
.000044000000000-11+2* .000000440004000-14+3* 414105444414002-3+42* 
.004000000000000-10+1* .404000004400000-13+4* .000000440004000-14+3 * 
005544440500122-3+12* .000050000000000-11+1* .404000004400000-13+4* 
.005500000500000-13+3* 554150885018188-3+27* .000005000000000-11+1 * 
.000000440000000-12+2* .550000005000000-13+3* 554105885018188-3+43* 
.000044000000000-11+2* .000050000000000-11+1* .550000005000000-13+3 * 
145544440500122-4+13* .004000000000000-10+1* .000005000000000-11+1• 
.005500000500000-13+3* 005550880518188-2+28* .004000000000000-10+1* 
.000000440000000-12+2* .005500000500000-13+3* 005505880518188-2+44* 
.000044000000000-11+2* .000050000000000-11+1* .005500000500000-13+3• 
.040000000000000-9+1* 145550880518188-3+29* .000005000000000-11+1 * 
415544440500122-4+14* .005500000500000-13+3* 145505880518188-3+45* 
.005500000500000-13+3* .000050000000000-11+1* .005500000500000-13+3• 
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.000005000000000-11+1* 140044504241002-3+65* 000050502255212-1+80* 
.040000000000000-9+1* .000044000040000-14+3 • .000050500055000-14+4* 
415505880518188-3+46* .040000004000000-13+2* 180050508255818-1 +81 * 
.005500000500000-13+3* .000000500000000-12+1* .000050500055000-14+4* 
.000005000000000-11+1* 410044504241002-3+66* 810050508255818-1+82* 
.400000000000000-9+1* .000044000040000-14+3 * .000050500055000-14+4* 
555505881118188-3+47* .400000004000000-13+2* 990090909099999-0+83• 
.000005000000000-11+1* .000000500000000-12+1* 001850502855818-1+84* 
.005500000000000-10+2* 550088505081188-2+67* .000050500055000-14+4* 
.550000000000000-9+2* .550000005000000-13+3* 181850508855818-1+85* 
000011442214002-1+48* .000000500000000-12+1* .000050500055000-14+4* 
.000000440004000-14+3 * 001444502441002-3+68* 811850508855818-1+86* 
140011444214002-2+49* .000044000040000-14+3 * .000050500055000-14+4* 
.000000440004000-14+3* .000400000400000-13+2* 991490909099999-1+87* 
.040000004000000-13+2* .000000500000000-12+1* .000400000000000-10+1* 
410011444214002-2+50* 141444504441002-3+69* 008150502855818-1+88* 
.000000440004000-14+3* .000044000040000-14+3* .000050500055000-14+4* 
.400000004000000-13+2* .040400004400000-13+4* 188150508855818-1+89* 
550011885018188-1+51* .000000500000000-12+1* .000050500055000-14+4* 
.550000005000000-13+3* 411444504441002-3+70* 818150508855818-1 +90* 
001411442414002-2+52* .000044000040000-14+3* .000050500055000-14+4* 
.000000440004000-14+3 * .400400004400000-13+4* 994190909099999-1 +91* 
.000400000400000-13+2* .000000500000000-12+1 • .004000000000000-10+1 * 
141411444414002-2+53* 551488505081188-3+71* 009990900999999-0+92* 
.000000440004000-14+3 * .550000005000000-13+3 * 149990900999999-1 +93 * 
.040400004400000-13+4* .000000500000000-12+1* .040000000000000-9+1* 
411411444414002-2+54* .000400000000000-10+1* 419990900999999-1 +94* 
.000000440004000-14+3 * 004144502441002-3+72* .400000000000000-9+1* 
.400400004400000-13+4* .000044000040000-14+3 * 555590901199399-2+95* 
551411885018188-2+55* .004000000400000-13+2* .005500000000000-10+2* 
.550000005000000-13+3* .000000500000000-12+1• .550000000000000-9+2* 
.000400000000000-10+1* 144144504441002-3+73* 000005502255212-1 +96* 
004111442414002-2+56* .000044000040000-14+3* .000005500055000-14+4* 
.000000440004000-14+3 * .044000004400000-13+4* 180005508255818-1+97* 
.004000000400000-13+2* .000000500000000-12+1* .000005500055000-14+4* 
144111444414002-2+57* 414144504441002-3+74* 810005508255818-1+98* 
.000000440004000-14+3 * .000044000040000-14+3 * .000005500055000-14+4* 
.044000004400000-13+4* .404000004400000-13+4* 990009909099999-0+99* 
414111444414002-2+58* .000000500000000-12+1* 001805502855818-1+100* 
.000000440004000-14+3* 554188505081188-3+75* .000005500055000-14+4* 
.404000004400000-13+4* .550000005000000-13+3* 181805508855818-1+101* 
554111885018188-2+59* .000000500000000-12+1* .000005500055000-14+4* 
.550000005000000-13+3* .004000000000000-10+1 * 811805508855818-1+102* 
.004000000000000-10+1* 005588500581188-2+76* .000005500055000-14+4* 
005511880518188-1+60* .005500000500000-13+3* 991409909099999-1+103* 
.005500000500000-13+3* .000000500000000-12+1• .000400000000000-10+1* 
145511880518188-2+61* 145588500581188-3+77* 008105502855818-1+104* 
.005500000500000-13+3* .005500000500000-13+3* .000005500055000-14+4* 
.040000000000000-9+1* .000000500000000-12+1* 188105508855818-1+105* 
415511880518188-2+62* .040000000000000-9+1• .000005500055000-14+4* 
.005500000500000-13+3 * 415588500581188-3+78* 818105508855818-1+106* 
.400000000000000-9+1* .005500000500000-13+3* .000005500055000-14+4* 
555511881118188-2+63* .000000500000000-12+1* 994109909099999-1+107* 
.005500000000000-10+2* .400000000000000-9+1* .004000000000000-10+1• 
.550000000000000-9+2* 555588501181188-3+79* 009909900999999-0+108* 
000044502241002-2+64* .000000500000000-12+1• 149909900999999-1+109* 
.000044000040000-14+3 * .005500000000000-10+2* .040000000000000-9+1* 
.000000500000000-12+1* .550000000000000-9+2* 419909900999999-1+110* 
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.400000000000000-9+1* .000044000040000-14+3 • .000050050055000-14+4* 
555509901199399-2+111* .400400004400000-13+4* 994190099099999-1+155* 
.005500000000000-10+2* .000000050000000-12+1 • .004000000000000-10+1 * 
.550000000000000-9+2* 551488055081188-3+135* 009990090999999-0+156* 
000011502235212-1+112* .550000005000000-13+3* 149990090999999-1+157* 
.000000500005000-14+2* .000000050000000-12+1 * .040000000000000-9+1 * 
180011508235818-1+113* .000400000000000-10+1* 419990090999999-1+158* 
.000000500005000-14+2* 004144052441002-3+136* .400000000000000-9+1 • 
810011508235818-1+114* .000044000040000-14+3• 555590091199399-2+159* 
.000000500005000-14+2* .004000000400000-13+2* .005500000000000-10+2* 
990011909039999-0+115* .000000050000000-12+1 * .550000000000000-9+2* 
001811502835818-1+116* 144144054441002-3+137* 000005052255212-1+160* 
.000000500005000-14+2* .000044000040000-14+3 * .000005050055000-14+4* 
181811508835818-1+117* .044000004400000-13+4* 180005058255818-1+161* 
.000000500005000-14+2* .000000050000000-12+1* .000005050055000-14+4* 
811811508835818-1+118* 414144054441002-3+138* 810005058255818-1+162* 
.000000500005000-14+2* .000044000040000-14+3* .000005050055000-14+4* 
991411909039999-1+119* .404000004400000-13+4* 990009099099999-0+163 * 
.000400000000000-10+1* .000000050000000-12+1* 001805052855818-1+164* 
008111502835818-1+120* 554188055081188-3+139* .000005050055000-14+4* 
.000000500005000-14+2* .550000005000000-13+3* 181805058855818-1+165* 
188111508835818-1+121* .000000050000000-12+1* .000005050055000-14+4* 
.000000500005000-14+2* .004000000000000-10+1* 811805058855818-1+166* 
818111508835818-1+122* 005588050581188-2+140* .000005050055000-14+4* 
.000000500005000-14+2* .005500000500000-13+3* 991409099099999-1+167* 
994111909039999-1+123• .000000050000000-12+1 * .000400000000000-10+1 * 
.004000000000000-10+1* 145588050581188-3+141* 008105052855818-1+168* 
009911900939999-0+124* .005500000500000-13+3* .000005050055000-14+4* 
149911900939999-1+125* .000000050000000-12+1* 188105058855818-1+169* 
.040000000000000-9+1 * .040000000000000-9+1 * .000005050055000-14+4* 
419911900939999-1+126* 415588050581188-3+142* 818105058855818-1+170* 
.400000000000000-9+1 * .005500000500000-13+3 * .000005050055000-14+4* 
555511901139399-2+127* .000000050000000-12+1* 994109099099999-1+171* 
.005500000000000-10+2* .400000000000000-9+1 • .004000000000000-10+1• 
.550000000000000-9+2* 555588051181188-3+143* 009909090999999-0+172* 
000044052241002-2+128* .000000050000000-12+1* 149909090999999-1+173• 
.000044000040000-14+3 * .005500000000000-10+2* .040000000000000-9+1* 
.000000050000000-12+1* .550000000000000-9+2* 419909090999999-1+174* 
140044054241002-3+129* 000050052255212-1+144* .400000000000000-9+1* 
.000044000040000-14+3 * .000050050055000-14+4* 555509091199399-2+175* 
.040000004000000-13+2* 180050058255818-1+145* .005500000000000-10+2* 
.000000050000000-12+1 * .000050050055000-14+4* .550000000000000-9+2* 
410044054241002-3+130* 810050058255818-1+146* 000011052235212-1+176* 
.000044000040000-14+3 * .000050050055000-14+4* .000000050005000-14+2* 
.400000004000000-13+2* 990090099099999-0+147* 180011058235818-1+177* 
.000000050000000-12+1• 001850052855818-1+148* .000000050005000-14+2* 
550088055081188-2+131* .000050050055000-14+4* 810011058235818-1+178* 
.550000005000000-13+3* 181850058855818-1+149* .000000050005000-14+2* 
.000000050000000-12+1* .000050050055000-14+4* 990011099039999-0+179* 
001444052441002-3+132* 811850058855818-1+150* 001811052835818-1+180* 
.000044000040000-14+3 * .000050050055000-14+4* .000000050005000-14+2* 
.000400000400000-13+2* 991490099099999-1+151• 181811058835818-1+181* 
.000000050000000-12+1* .000400000000000-10+1* .000000050005000-14+2* 
141444054441002-3+133* 008150052855818-1+152* 811811058835818-1+182* 
.000044000040000-14+3 * .000050050055000-14+4* .000000050005000-14+2* 
.040400004400000-13+4* 188150058855818-1+153* 991411099039999-1+183* 
.000000050000000-12+1• .000050050055000-14+4* .000400000000000-10+1 * 
411444054441002-3+134* 818150058855818-1+154* 008111052835818-1+184* 
Appendix A 
Finding the minimum test set with the optimum number of internal probe points Page A-4 
.000000050005000-14+2* .005500000000000-10+2* .040000000000000-9+1* 
188111058835818-1+185* .550000000000000-9+2* 419909110993999-1+238* 
.000000050005000-14+2* 000050112253212-1+208* .400000000000000-9+1* 
818111058835818-1+186» .000050000050000-14+2* 555509111193399-2+239* 
.000000050005000-14+2* 180050118253818-1+209* .005500000000000-10+2* 
994111099039999-1+187* .000050000050000-14+2* .550000000000000-9+2* 
.004000000000000-10+1 • 810050118253818-1+210* 000011112233212-0+240* 
009911090939999-0+188* .000050000050000-14+2* 180011118233818-0+241* 
149911090939999-1+189* 990090119093999-0+211* 810011118233818-0+242* 
.040000000000000-9+1 * 001850112853818-1+212* 990011119033939-0+243* 
419911090939999-1+190* .000050000050000-14+2* 001811112833818-0+244* 
.400000000000000-9+1* 181850118853818-1+213* 181811118833818-0+245* 
555511091139399-2+191* .000050000050000-14+2* 811811118833818-0+246* 
.005500000000000-10+2* 811850118853818-1+214* 991411119033939-1+247* 
.550000000000000-9+2* .000050000050000-14+2* .000400000000000-10+1* 
000044112241002-1+192* 991490119093999-1+215* 008111112833818-0+248* 
.000044000040000-14+3* .000400000000000-10+1 * 188111118833818-0+249* 
140044114241002-2+193* 008150112853818-1+216* 818111118833818-0+250* 
.000044000040000-14+3• .000050000050000-14+2* 994111119033939-1+251* 
.040000004000000-13+2* 188150118853818-1+217* .004000000000000-10+1* 
410044114241002-2+194* .000050000050000-14+2* 009911110933939-0+252* 
.000044000040000-14+3 * 818150118853818-1+218* 149911110933939-1+253* 
.400000004000000-13+2* .000050000050000-14+2* .040000000000000-9+1* 
550088115081188-1+195* 994190119093999-1+219* 419911110933939-1+254* 
.550000005000000-13+3 • .004000000000000-10+1 * .400000000000000-9+1 * 
001444112441002-2+196* 009990110993999-0+220* 555511111133333-2+255* 
.000044000040000-14+3 * 149990110993999-1+221 • .005500000000000-10+2* 
.000400000400000-13+2* .040000000000000-9+1 • .550000000000000-9+2* 
141444114441002-2+197* 419990110993999-1+222* End 
.000044000040000-14+3 * .400000000000000-9+1* 
.040400004400000-13+4* 555590111193399-2+223* 
411444114441002-2+198* .005500000000000-10+2* 




.000400000000000-10+1 * .000005000050000-14+2* 
004144112441002-2+200* 810005118253818-1+226* 
.000044000040000-14+3 * .000005000050000-14+2* 
.004000000400000-13+2* 990009119093999-0+227* 
14414411444i002-2+201* 001805112853818-1+228* 
.000044000040000-14+3 * .000005000050000-14+2* 
.044000004400000-13+4* 181805118853818-1+229* 
414144114441002-2+202* .000005000050000-14+2* 
.000044000040000-14+3 * 811805118853818-1 +230* 
.404000004400000-13+4* .000005000050000-14+2* 




.005500000500000-13+3 * 188105118853818-1+233* 
145588110581188-2+205* .000005000050000-14+2* 
.005500000500000-13+3* 818105118853818-1 +234* 
.040000000000000-9+1* .000005000050000-14+2* 
415588110581188-2+206* 994109119093999-1+235* 









.000000440000000000000000000-14+2* .055000000000400000000000000-15+3 * 
.044000000000000000000000000-13+2* 444000551844104228551080288-4+16* 
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.055000000000000000000000000-13+2* .000000000000000000050000000-24+1 * 





.000000000044000000550000000-24+4* .000000004000000000000000000-18+1 • 









.055000000000000000000000000-13+2* .055000000000400000000000000-15+3 * 
155148848144414488551080288-3+35* .000000004000000000000000000-18+1 * 
.055040000000404400000000000-22+6* 444000959988104209959090099-4+48* 
.000000000044000000550000000-24+4* .400000000000004000000000000-22+2* 






544418848188515088991188888-3+37* .000000050000000000000000000-14+1 * 
.544000000000505000000000000-22+5* 055140959988002409959090099-4+50* 
.040400000000000000000000000-16+2* .000040000000000400000000000-22+2* 
.000000040000000000000000000-14+1• .000000000000000000050000000-24+1 * 




155558848188410588991188888-3+39* .000000000000000000050000000-24+1 • 
.050550000000000500000000000-22+4* .000000050000000000000000000-14+1* 
.055000000000400000000000000-15+3* 444410959988104409959090099-4+52* 
.000000040000000000000000000-14+1• .440400000000004400000000000-22+5 * 
444009884188194290959090099-4+40* .000000000000000000050000000-24+1 * 
.400000000000004000000000000-22+2* .000000050000000000000000000-14+1 • 
.000000000000000000050000000-24+1* .044000000000000000000000000-13+2* 
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.000000000000000000050000000-24+1 • 988414440090919042880909909-3+69* 
.000000050000040000000000000-17+2* .000004000000000040000000000-23+2* 





055141959988042409959090099-4+58* .005000000000000000000000000-13+1 • 
.000040000000000400000000000-22+2* 195994440090410942880909909-3+71 * 





.000000000000000000050000000-24+1 * .000000000000000000040000000-24+1 * 
.000000050000040000000000000-17+2* .044000000000000000000000000-13+2* 
444411959988144409959090099-4+60* 988005440090959050884919909-2+73* 








.040400000000000000000000000-16+2* .000000000000000000040000000-24+1 * 
055551959988040509959194099-4+62* 884815440090158850848811888-3+76* 
.000000000000000000050004000-25+2* .000005440000050050000000000-23+5* 
.050550000000000500000000000-22+4* .000000000000000000040000000-24+1 * 




.050550000000000500000000000-22+4* .000400000000000000000000000-16+1 * 
.000000050000040000000000000-17+2* 095995440090050950884919909-3+78* 
.055000000000400000000000000-15+3 * .000000000000000000004000000-26+1* 
844004440050118242440801828-4+64* .000005440000050050000000000-23+5* 
.000004000000000040000000000-23+2* .005000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.000000000050000000440000000-24+3* 195995440090450950884919909-3+79* 


























.004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * .000000000050000000440000000-24+3 • 
988410551490909024880909909-3+85* .000000440000000000000000000-14+2* 
.000000000400000004000000000-23+2* .004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.000400000000000000000000000-16+1• 988414444190919044880909909-3+101 * 
.000000550000000000000000000-14+2* .000004404000000044000000000-23+5* 





.000000000400000004000000000-23+2* .005000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 






988001551490949044880909909-1+89* .000000000000000000040000000-24+1 * 
.000000550400040044000000000-23+6* .000000404000000000000000000-18+2* 
055181551450042844440801828-3+90* .044000000000000000000000000-13+2* 
.000000550400040044000000000-23+6* 988005444190959050884919909-3+105 * 

































Finding the minimum test set with the optimum number of internal probe points Page A-1 
844000555590108205848811888-4+112* .000000000000000000040000000-24+1 * 
.000000505500000005000000000-23+4* .000000550000040000000000000-17+3 * 
.000000000000000000040000000-24+1 * .004000000000000000000000000-13+1 • 
.000000550000000000000000000-14+2* 988411555590949005884919909-4+125* 
.044000000000000000000000000-13+2* .000000000000000000004000000-26+1 • 
988000555590909005884919909-3+113* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 
.000000000000000000004000000-26+1 * .000000550000040000000000000-17+3 * 
.000000505500000005000000000-23+4* .000400000000000000000000000-16+1 * 
.000000550000000000000000000-14+2* 095991555590040905884919909-4+126* 
055180555590002805848811888-4+114* .000000000000000000004000000-26+1 • 
.000000505500000005000000000-23+4* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 
.000000000000000000040000000-24+1* .000000550000040000000000000-17+3 * 
.000000550000000000000000000-14+2* .005000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.055000000000000000000000000-13+2* 195991555590440905884919909-4+127* 
199180555590808805848811888-3+115* .000000000000000000004000000-26+1 • 
.000000505500000005000000000-23+4* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 























.000000505500000005000000000-23+4* .004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.000000000000000000040000000-24+1 * 988414440009919042880909909-3+133* 






055181555590042805848811888-4+122* .005000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 195994440009410942880909909-3+13 5 » 
.000000000000000000040000000-24+1• .000004000000000040000000000-23+2* 







.000000505500000005000000000-23+4* .000000000000000000004000000-26+1 * 
Appendix B 












.004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * .000000550400040044000000000-23+6* 
988415440009959050884919909-3+141 * .000000000005000000440000000-24+3 * 
.000000000000000000004000000-26+1* 884811551405148844440801828-3+156* 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* .000000550400040044000000000-23+6* 
.000400000000000000000000000-16+1• .000000000005000000440000000-24+3 * 
095995440009050950884919909-3+142* .004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.000000000000000000004000000-26+1 * 988411551409949044880909909-2+157* 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* .000000550400040044000000000-23+6* 
.005000000000000000000000000-13+1• .000400000000000000000000000-16+1 * 
195995440009450950884919909-3+143* 095991551409040944880909909-2+158* 
.000000000000000000004000000-26+1* .000000550400040044000000000-23+6* 

























.000000000400000004000000000-23+2* .004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.000400000000000000000000000-16+1* 988414444109919044880909909-3+165• 
.000000550000000000000000000-14+2* .000004404000000044000000000-23+5* 









Finding the minimum test set with the optimum number of internal probe points Page A-1 
.005000000000400000000000000-15+2» 884810555509108805848811888-4+180* 
.000000440000000000000000000-14+2• .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 
84400544410915 8250848811888-4+168* .000000000000000000040000000-24+1 * 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* .000000550000000000000000000-14+2* 
.000000000000000000040000000-24+1* .004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.000000404000000000000000000-18+2* 988410555509909005884919909-4+181 * 
.044000000000000000000000000-13+2* .000000000000000000004000000-26+1 * 
988005444109959050884919909-3+169* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 
.000000000000000000004000000-26+1* .000400000000000000000000000-16+1 • 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* .000000550000000000000000000-14+2* 
.000000404000000000000000000-18+2* 095990555509000905884919909-4+182* 
055185444109052850848811888-4+170* .000000000000000000004000000-26+1 * 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 
.000000000000000000040000000-24+1* .000000550000000000000000000-14+2* 
.000000404000000000000000000-18+2* .005000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.055000000000000000000000000-13+2* 195990555509400905884919909-4+183* 
199185444109858850848811888-3+171* .000000000000000000004000000-26+1 * 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 




.000000000000000000040000000-24+1• .000000000000000000040000000-24+1 * 
.000000404000000000000000000-18+2* .000000550000040000000000000-17+3 • 
.004000000000000000000000000-13+1* .044000000000000000000000000-13+2* 
988415444109959050884919909-4+173 * 988001555509949005884919909-3+185* 
.000000000000000000004000000-26+1 * .000000000000000000004000000-26+1 • 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 
.000000404000000000000000000-18+2* .000000550000040000000000000-17+3 * 
.000400000000000000000000000-16+1• 055181555509042805848811888-4+186* 
095995444109050950884919909-4+174* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 









844000555509108205848811888-4+176* .000000000000000000040000000-24+1 * 
.000000505500000005000000000-23+4* .000000550000040000000000000-17+3 * 
.000000000000000000040000000-24+1* .004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.000000550000000000000000000-14+2* 988411555509949005884919909-4+189* 
.044000000000000000000000000-13+2* .000000000000000000004000000-26+1 * 
988000555509909005884919909-3+177* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 
.000000000000000000004000000-26+1* .000000550000040000000000000-17+3 • 
.000000505500000005000000000-23+4* .000400000000000000000000000-16+1 * 
.000000550000000000000000000-14+2* 095991555509040905884919909-4+190* 
055180555509002805848811888-4+178* .000000000000000000004000000-26+1 • 
.000000505500000005000000000-23+4* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 
.000000000000000000040000000-24+1* .000000550000040000000000000-17+3 • 
.000000550000000000000000000-14+2* .005000000000000000000000000-13+1 • 
.055000000000000000000000000-13+2* 195991555509440905884919909-4+191* 
199180555509808805848811888-3+179* .000000000000000000004000000-26+1 • 
.000000505500000005000000000-23+4* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 
.000000000000000000040000000-24+1• .000000550000040000000000000-17+3 • 
.000000550000000000000000000-14+2* .005000000000400000000000000-15+2* 
Appendix B 












199184440011818842220801828-2+195* .004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.000004000000000040000000000-23+2* 988410551411909024220903909-3+213 * 
.000000440000000000000000000-14+2* .000000000400000004000000000-23+2* 
884814440011118842220801828-3+196* .000400000000000000000000000-16+1 * 
.000004000000000040000000000-23+2* .000000550000000000000000000-14+2* 
.000000440000000000000000000-14+2* 095990551411000924220903909-3+214* 
.004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * .000000000400000004000000000-23+2* 
988414440011919042220903909-3+197* .000000550000000000000000000-14+2* 
.000004000000000040000000000-23+2* .005000000000000000000000000-13+1 • 












.044000000000000000000000000-13+2* 199181551411848844220801828-1 +219* 
988005440011959050222913909-1 +201• .000000550400040044000000000-23+6* 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* 884811551411148844220801828-2+220* 
055185440011052850222811828-2+202* .000000550400040044000000000-23+6* 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* .004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.055000000000000000000000000-13+2* 988411551411949044220903909-2+221* 
199185440011858850222811828-1 +203• .000000550400040044000000000-23+6* 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* .000400000000000000000000000-16+1 * 
884815440011158850222811828-2+204* 095991551411040944220903909-2+222* 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* .000000550400040044000000000-23+6* 
.004000000000000000000000000-13+1* .005000000000000000000000000-13+1 • 
988415440011959050222913909-2+205* 195991551411440944220903909-2+223* 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* .000000550400040044000000000-23+6* 

























095994444111010944220903909-3+230* .004000000000000000000000000-13+1 * 
.000004404000000044000000000-23+5* 988410555511909005222913909-3+245* 
.000000440000000000000000000-14+2* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 
















199185444111858850222811828-2+235* .000000550000040000000000000-17+3 * 
.000005440000050050000000000-23+5* 055181555511042805222811828-3+250* 
.000000404000000000000000000-18+2* .000000505500000005000000000-23+4* 







.000400000000000000000000000-16+1* .000000550000040000000000000-17+3 * 
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